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ABSTRACT 
 
 
The primary objective of this study was to design, test, and model the electrostatic 
field in a gas-filled radiation detector constructed with either a carbon nanotube (CNT) or 
a CNT array as the anode.  Tungsten anodes of 500 to 4µm diameters were used to 
observe the gradual decrease in operating voltage with a decreasing anode diameter and 
estimate efficiencies of CNT anodes in a coaxial design.  An electrostatic model 
(Maxwell 3D/2D) was used to model the resulting electric field associated with a single 
CNT in the coaxial configuration as well as to optimize the pitch (distance between 
individual CNTs in an array) of the CNT array in a parallel plate configuration to 
maximize the electric field at a fixed operating voltage.  Experimental results indicate 
that a coaxial design with three different size CNTs (40nm diameter and 35, 40, and 
105µm lengths) at an operating voltage of 10V would result in beta detection in the 
ionization region with absolute efficiencies of 1.13x10-6, 1.31x10-6, and 7.18x10-7 % 
respectively.  The coaxial design electrostatics model resulted in smaller dimensions of 
the electric field than that for the “mean free path for ionization” which is consistent with 
the ionization region operation.  The parallel plate configuration electrostatics model 
maximized the electric field with a CNT array of 100nm diameter 40µm length CNTs 
with a pitch of 50µm. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The radiation detectors being used in ports and borders today are plastic 
scintillators, NaI(Tl) detectors, and high purity germanium (HPGe) detectors.  Plastic 
scintillators can detect a range of radiation (i.e. alphas, betas, gammas, or neutrons) and 
energies, but have large backgrounds and are sometimes fragile due to their construction 
(Ely et al., 2004).  NaI(Tl) detectors are also good gamma detectors and can perform 
spectroscopy but they need a photomultiplier tube which can sometimes be expensive and 
fragile (Ely et al., 2004).  HPGe detectors need to be run at an extremely low temperature 
and in most instances liquid nitrogen is used.  They usually require a trained expert to 
analyze the data.  The expense of purchasing and operating HPGe detectors along with 
the requirement of cooling them and their fragility has slowed their use (Ely et al., 2004).  
A new generation of portal monitors are being developed today called Advanced 
Spectroscopic Portals.  They employ 16 individual HPGe detectors and can detect 
radiation and identify it immediately (GAO, 2007).  These detectors are also expensive 
(around $377,000) and are run at very low temperatures (GAO, 2007). 
Gas-filled detectors are commonly used as portable radiation detection devices 
because these detectors are easy to construct and operate (Korff, 1946).  The two main 
gas-filled detectors are Geiger Muller and proportional counters (PC).  Geiger-Muller 
counters are being used as portable devices, but they are only good for knowing the 
presence of radiation without the possibility of identifying the radioisotope and are run at 
relatively high voltages.  PCs can detect a range of radiation types.  Spherical and 
 2 
cylindrical proportional counters are widely utilized to measure various radiation 
parameters, such as energy and dose equivalent using tissue equivalent gases (Date et al. 
2000).  A limiting factor of a common laboratory PC is transportability because of their 
reliance on a very high and stable voltage source.  This dependence on a high voltage 
supply has been overcome by the use of step-up transformers to increase the voltage from 
a portable battery supply.  Portable PCs are being manufactured and used today based on 
this principle.  The use of these transformers reduces the battery life because of heat 
created from the resistance in the wires around the coil. 
Based on electrostatic theory, as the anode diameter of a coaxial detector 
arrangement decreases, the operating voltage needed to operate the detector as a 
proportional counter decreases.  Reducing the size of the anode will affect properties such 
as the efficiency of the detector, but this can be corrected with changes in the design.  
Variations in the cathode, of the coaxial arrangement, and even the use of multi-wire 
anodes could be possible changes to correct the affected properties. 
Because of the advancing knowledge of their electrical and structural properties, 
carbon nanotubes (CNT) could now be used as nano-size anodes while retaining 
electrical properties.  This idea of using CNTs for anodes in gas multiplication radiation 
detectors has been proposed by groups such as Kotani and others (2005), but 
experimental results have yet to be published.  Kotani and others suggested the use of 
single-walled CNTs grown directly on the silicon wafers to be used as the anodes. 
As monitoring for illegal transport of radioactive materials at borders, seaports, 
and airports increases there is a need for detection devices that are easily portable, run on 
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small portable power supplies for long periods of time, and have high detection 
efficiencies.  Also, as knowledge advances in the field of radiological medicine there is 
an increased need for micro or even nano-size, but efficient, in-situ dosimeters.  Both of 
these dilemmas could be solved by a modern advancement to an old technology.  A PC 
equipped with CNT anodes could have application to personnel dosimetry, micro in-situ 
dosimetry for medical purposes, in-situ laboratory gas monitors, handheld radiation 
detectors, radiochemistry, and environmental monitoring. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
Radiation Interactions in Gas-Filled Detectors 
 The presence of radioactivity can only be known due to the resulting radiation 
effects on the surroundings.  The effects that cause changes in the properties of the 
material in which radiation has interacted can be detected.  Radiation can cause one of 
several different interactions in the matter through which it passes, namely: ionization, 
excitation, dissociation, and free radical formation.  Ionizing radiation includes charged 
particle radiation such as alpha particles, betas particles, protons, and neutrons as well as 
electromagnetic (EM) radiation, such as gamma rays and x-rays.   
The type of interaction that will occur from EM radiation is based on the energy 
of the EM radiation and the medium through which it travels.  Gamma rays in a PC, for 
instance, are either attenuated in the walls or the gas of the detector.  The ones that are 
attenuated by the detector have one of primarily three possible reactions: photoelectric 
effect, Compton scattering, or pair production (Knoll, 2000).  These all result, for a gas-
filled detector, in the production of a primary electron of various energies which in turn 
ionizes the gas particles resulting in the production of additional secondary electrons 
which are electrostatically attracted to the anode of the detector and are counted.  Unless 
the interaction takes place very close to the inner side of the cathode, most of the 
electrons from ionization inside the walls are not counted as they recombine in the dense 
wall material; (Korff, 1946). 
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The average distance that the EM radiation (or charged particles) can travel inside 
the detector before making an ionizing collision event is called its “mean free path for 
ionization” (Korff, 1946).  The mean free path is inversely related to the number of 
molecules and the average cross section (effective area of molecules for a given 
radiation) of the molecules on the radiation’s course through the gas in detector (Korff, 
1946).  There are other factors that affect the paths of the radiation and ionized electrons 
that will be discussed later. 
For proportional counters, the preferred mode of operation is that the fill gas 
molecules be ionized by the incident radiation and excitation of the gas molecule is 
quenched.  Excitation is when an electron is raised to a higher energy state instead of 
being ejected from the atom.  When the electron goes through de-excitation, its energy is 
lost and EM radiation is given off.  This radiation can interact with the gas present in the 
detector.  The issue of excitation is merely a material property of the matter in which the 
interaction takes place.  Changing the type of detector does not change the interactions 
that are taking place, it purely changes the manner in which the radiation in measured. 
 
Proportional Counters 
 A proportional counter is a gas-filled detector working at an operating voltage 
above that of an ionization chamber and below that of a Geiger-Muller counter.  The 
separate regions can be seen in Figure 2.1 in a graph of pulse height versus applied 
voltage.  Single wire proportional counters, set-up in a cylindrical fashion, are similar to 
Figure 2.2 where the output voltage pulse is developed across the resistance load (RL). 
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Figure 2.1.   Pulse height vs. applied voltage showing different regions of gas-filled detectors, 
recombination, ion saturation (ionization), Proportional, limited proportional, then Geiger region 
(Knoll, 2000) 
 
 
Figure 2.2. Schematic of basic elements of a GFRD 
 
Proportional counters are operated at a voltage in which gas multiplication can 
occur (from secondary ionizations).  When a gas molecule is ionized inside a detector, the 
free electron produced travels in the direction of the increased electric field until it 
reaches the anode as the ion travels at a much slower pace toward the cathode.  In the 
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case of proportional counters, the electric field between the anode and the cathode is so 
great that the electron gains enough kinetic energy to cause an ionization of another gas 
molecule which is known as secondary ionization (Knoll, 2000).  The distance described 
earlier from Korff explaining mean ionization paths form EM radiation can now be used 
for these secondary electrons.  The free electron from the ionization gains enough energy 
from the electric field that it causes another ionization event.  The process proceeds 
exponentially, thereby creating an electron avalanche toward the anode which creates the 
effect know as gas multiplication (Knoll, 2000).  The lowest voltage at which this occurs 
we call the threshold voltage for proportional counter action.  The physical significance at 
this voltage lies in the fact that it is the minimum voltage at which an electron traveling 
toward the central wire acquires enough energy to ionize in its last “mean free path for 
ionization” before it reaches the wire (Korff, 1946).  At the threshold, the radius of this 
action is roughly the radius of the anode.  Although the radius at threshold moves away 
from the radius of the anode as applied voltage is increased it never does become very 
large relative to the wire radius.  This is due to relationships between the mean free paths 
of the electrons and the electric field surrounding the anode (Korff, 1946).  We can then 
assume a linear dependence on the potential and apply this relation given by Korff: 
p
a V
V
rr 00 =    (1) 
where r0 is threshold radius, ra is anode radius, V0 is applied voltage on the anode, and Vp 
is the threshold voltage (1946). 
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This secondary ionization process creates a gas gain which is a unique and 
varying value to each individual detector, and that value is a function of its fill gas 
composition, pressure, applied operating voltage, anode diameter, and counter geometry 
(Date et al. 2000).  This gas multiplication region begins at an electric field on the order 
of 106 V/m and is labeled “Proportional Region” on Figure 2.1 (Knoll 2000).  If the 
electric field is too low, the electron will either not have enough energy to cause 
ionization or it will recombine with other gas molecules.  If the electric field is too high 
the detector will loose its proportionality and begin the Geiger region. 
For a cylindrical anode at the center of a cylindrical cathode the electric field can 
be found at any radius (r) away from the center of the detector by this equation given by: 
( )






=
a
c
r
r
r
V
rE
ln
0
   (2) 
where E is the electric field, r (>ra) is some radius in question, and rc is the radius of the 
cathode (Knoll 2000).  This electric field intensity yields a multiplication factor that is 
often described by the Townsend coefficient (i.e. ionizations per unit length of the path of 
the electron) (Fernandez et al. 2006).  Knowing the Townsend coefficient can help 
describe the electric field inside the detector and define the distance from the anode at 
which an electron avalanche can occur.  The Townsend coefficient can be represented by 
the formula: 
pE
B
Ape /
−
=α
   (3) 
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where α is the Townsend coefficient (in 1/cm), p is the gas pressure, and the constants A 
and B depend on the fill gas (Tokanai et al. 1994).  The gain can be approximated by 
integrating the Townsend coefficient over the path of the electron: 
∫
∞
= ar
(r)drα
eGain
   (4) 
(Fernandez et al. 2006).  This equation coupled with the relationship between an applied 
voltage and the electric field created (of a cylindrical GFRD) shown in Equation 2 gives: 
e VeB
A
Gain V
-Bpra
=
   (5) 
where ( )ac rrVV /ln/0=  (Tokanai et al. 1994).  Because electron drifts do not follow 
cylindrical symmetry, the gain calculated in this fashion will be different for each 
individual path an electron might follow.  It has been proposed that the gas gain will 
increase exponentially with the increase of applied anode voltage and decrease with the 
increase in fill-gas pressure (Tokanai et al. 1994). 
 
Anode Wire Size and Geometry 
 As described by Equation 2, for a fixed electric field strength at or near the 
surface of the anode, decreasing the anode wire diameter decreases the voltage potential 
needed between the anode and the cathode.  As the electric field increases gas 
multiplication will increase.  Tokanai and others have reported that in the event of an 
electron avalanche, thicker wires (20µm scale) produce more photons as a result of 
atomic excitation than do the thinner wires (5µm scale) for the same bias voltage (1994). 
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The creation of photons in a GFRD detector by excitation is typically suppressed because 
they lead to non-proportionalities that result in incorrect determination of the energy 
deposited.  Tokanai reported that this creation of photons occurs through excitation of the 
fill gas (argon) because the breakdown is due to the emission of the electrons generated 
by the collision between the photons and the counter walls (1994).  An increase of 
ionization in the place of excitation should decrease the variance in the multiplication 
process and not only increase electric field but also result in an improved energy 
resolution (Tokanai, 1994).  If this increase of secondary ionization in the place of 
excitation is implemented into a larger detector (for spectroscopy), improved energy 
resolution will increase the ability to discern one radionuclide from another, and 
therefore, increase the ability to positively identify the radioactive source.  This 
channeling of more energy toward the secondary ionization events has not very often 
been seen with larger anode wires (Tokanai, 1994). 
It has been shown by several researchers, including Sakurai and Ramsey from 
calculations of the Townsend coefficient, that proportional counters with thinner anode 
wires operate at higher electric fields than those with thicker wires of the same operation 
voltage (1992).  Derenzo and others depicted this phenomenon graphically, presented in 
Figure 2.3, in the response pulse height versus applied voltage in their study on electron 
avalanches in a single-wired proportional counter using liquid-nitrogen as the ionization 
target (i.e. fill-gas in other detectors) (1974).  It can be seen that there are higher recorded 
pulse heights for smaller diameter anodes at the same applied voltages. 
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Figure 2.3. Pulse height of 279 keV photo peak vs. voltage for 2.9, 3.5, and 5.0µm diameter tungsten anode wire 
(Derenzo et al., 1974). 
 
Bisello and Wyss have also shown how anode surface electric field strength 
increases due to decreases in anode diameter (1992).  The Bisello and Wyss set-up was a 
1.2m long standard plastic streamer module with anode wires of a given diameter inserted 
into a large plastic sleeve with external pickup electrodes (1992).  An example of a 
streamer tube is depicted in Figure 2.4.  Limited streamer tubes are a complex set-up of 
continual PCs that are running on voltages above PCs and below Geiger Counters and 
creating “streamers,” controlled sparks (so excitations are not suppressed here), when 
they return a signal.  These devices are usually used to detect muons and neutrinos.  
Although the electric field strengths are higher at or near the surface of the anode, the 
field strengths decrease faster at distances moving away from the wire surface.  Their 
results are shown in Table 2.1.  As mentioned before, the field does drop off as a function 
of distance from the anode at a faster rate with the smaller anodes than with the larger 
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anodes.  Although these applied voltages are very high, the electric field needed for an 
electron avalanche to occur (at roughly 10kV/cm (106 V/m)) is much lower than the 
fields given in Table 2.1, making these applied voltages much higher than would be 
needed for the counter to work in proportional mode (Knoll, 2000).  One problem shown 
by Tokanai and others with the reduction of anode size to 5µm is the irregularity of the 
surface of the wire.  They proposed that this irregularity challenged the ability to obtain 
better energy resolutions (1994). 
 
 
Figure 2.4 Limited Streamer tube Schematic (Bisello and Wyss, 1992) 
 
Table 2.1 Streamer Tube Results (Bisello and Wyss, 1992) 
 
Anode 
Diameter (µm) 
Applied 
Voltage (V) 
E (r=ra) 
(kV/cm) 
E (r= ra +10µm) 
(kV/cm) 
25 2945 390 220 
100 4080 180 150 
 
A point anode proportional counter model, used for shorter anodes, may be of 
more significance for experiments with decreasing size anodes (Bateman 2002).  The 
point anode GFRD works on the same principal as the cylindrical GFRD except it applies 
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an anode that is not nearly the same length of the entire detector volume, bound by the 
cathode.  Illustrated in Figure 2.5 is a design by Mathieson and Sanford used as a point 
anode GFRD for the detection of 55Fe (1963).  The tip of the anode wire is exposed to the 
fill gas and therefore will be a part of the collection of electrons.  The electric field 
associated with the tip of the anode is described by Equation 6, given by Bateman (2002).  
( )
( ) ( )( ) 2/1/1 rrr
V
rE
ca −
=    (6) 
Although slightly different than the coaxial relationship, the electric field around the tip 
has a greater dependence on the radius at which it is from the anode.  This model was 
constructed by assuming that the electric field near the surface of the anode was that 
between two concentric spheres: the anode surface radius ra and the cathode surface 
radius rc (Bateman, 2002).  The equation also assumes that the electric field will 
concentrate near the tip of the anode.  This may be a concern for an anode that has a 
portion of its body suspended in the fill gas as well as its tip. 
  
Figure 2.5 Schematic Diagram of point anode GFRD (Mathieson and Sanford, 1963) 
window 
cathode 
Point anode 
stage 
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 With the point anode design, as well as with the coaxial counter, the electric field 
intensity is strongly dependent on the radius at which it is from the anode.  The greatest 
electric field occurs at the surface of the anode (r=ra).  The radii (ra) in this situation are 
roughly the radii of curvature of the tips of the electrodes.  Depending on the sharpness of 
the electrode, the radii of curvature could be slightly or, in most cases, considerably 
smaller than the true radii of the wire causing a concentration of electric field at the tip. 
 An experiment conducted by Mathieson and Sanford shows a relationship 
between gas gain and anode diameter in a point anode GFRD.  Figure 2.6 shows data of 
gas multiplication versus anode applied voltage for three different point anodes with radii 
of curvature 25, 45, and 280µm.  The magnitude of gas multiplication is clearly higher at 
a lower applied anode voltage for the smaller radii of curvature than for the larger. 
 
Figure 2.6 Variation of Gas multiplication with Anode voltage (Mathieson and Sanford, 1963) 
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Fill Gas 
In the gas-filled proportional detector, the gas pressure, the noble/quenching gases 
proportion, and the gases themselves can be changed.  An increase in the pressure of the 
fill gas can have many effects that must be considered and these options weighed.  For 
gamma ray detection, it is suggested that a desirable detecting medium include a large 
atomic number, high density, low ionization potential, and large detection volumes if 
spectroscopy is needed (such as in a high pressure Xenon detector) (Kiff and Tepper, 
2005).  Large atomic numbers and high densities are suggested to increase the cross-
section of the target fill-gas particles which will increase efficiency.  Ionization potentials 
are the mean energy needed to produce an electron-pair; Argon is an example of a gas 
that exhibits a low ionization potential (Kiff and Tepper, 2005). 
Although higher gas pressures (or even liquids) have higher stopping power, they 
also have the adverse effect, resulting from a shorter mean free path, that the electron 
cannot gain enough kinetic to cause multiplication.  This produces a reduced Townsend 
coefficient, and decreased gain that results in a loss of detection efficiency (Fernandez, 
2006).  Higher gas pressures have also been shown by Deptuch and Kowalski to cause a 
similar counter to transition into limited Geiger Mueller mode (i.e. self-quenching limited 
streamer mode) from the proportional region at higher operating voltages than for the 
same detector with lower working pressures (2006).  A good median between low 
pressures (a trade-off between mean free path and ionization probability) for lower 
operating voltages and higher pressure for gas density to capture the incident radiation 
varies from one application to another. 
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Most fill gas combinations have a noble gas mixed with some small fraction of a 
quench gas.  Noble gases are chosen for various reasons and mainly because they are not 
electronegative and do not react chemically with detector structures.  Having a quenching 
gas present is important for the absorption of visible light (or other EM radiation) 
produced from the de-excitation of the fill gas, as previously discussed.  It is difficult to 
optimize the noble/quenching proportions for the detector to work at high rates. 
Decreasing the proportion of quenching gas increases the gain, but the false events 
become more frequent at high rates and become a nuisance (Fernandez et al., 2006).  A 
very popular gas combination in proportional counters has been coined P-10 gas and is 
composed of 90% argon and 10% methane.  Other quenching gases such as carbon 
dioxide and butane are sometimes used.  Some hydrocarbon gases pose safety issues due 
to their flammability but are still needed for quenching of photons and cutting down on 
false counts. 
Whenever using any type of fill-gas for a proportional chamber there are 
impurities to be considered.  When purging a volume (for backfilling with fill-gas) there 
is always some percentage of residual gas which may be an impurity.  The purity of the 
fill-gas is defined by the concentration of the impurities.  The concentration of the 
impurities is proportional to the initial impurity concentration by the ratio of initial and 
final pressures: 
0
0 P
PCC =    (7) 
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where P is the final pressure, P0 is the initial pressure, C0 is the initial concentration, and 
C is the final concentration of some impurities gas in a constant volume (Nelson, 1985). 
 
Anode Wire Composition and Possible Set-ups 
Changing the composition of the anode is very important as it determines the 
electrical, structural, and physical properties.  A possible approach to any problems 
caused by this could be to utilize smaller diameters of gold plated tungsten, which have 
been used for most gas-filled detectors in the recent past (Deptuch and Kowalski, 2006).  
The final diameter of the anode will need to be smaller than the tungsten can accurately 
be made (~5 micron diameter).  Carbon fibers (diameter roughly 10µm) with low weight 
and high specific strength have been used by manufacturers as structural reinforcements 
in a wide range of fields (Kim et al., 2007).  They have been show recently by Kim and 
others that the smaller diameter a fiber has the higher crystallinity of the fiber, and 
therefore, a greater electrical conductivity and mechanical strength (2007).  Both of these 
properties would be necessary, as decreasing the diameter of an anode would in all other 
circumstances reduce its rigidity.  Kim and other have shown the ability to produce sub-
micron diameter carbon fibers with electrospinning (2007). 
CNTs vary in geometries with unique electronic features and can be used as nano-
sized anodes.  They are metallic (single or multi-walled nanotubes (MWNT)) or semi-
conducting (just single-walled nanotubes (SWNT)), depending merely on their structure 
(Gupta et al., 2007).  CNTs have attracted considerable attention because of their unique 
physical, chemical, and most importantly, electrical transport properties (Gupta et al., 
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2007).  Various groups have explored the potential of CNTs for such applications as gas 
sensing (Modi et al., 2003).  Modi and others have produced a gas ionization sensor, 
shown in Figure 2.7, from CNTs and have shown it to operate effectively and be much 
more efficient than traditional sensors that have bulky construction, high power 
consumption, and risky high-voltage operation (2003).  Gas ionization sensors work 
similarly to proportional counter radiation detectors in that they run a voltage potential 
(high enough for the ionization of the gas inside the detector) across an anode wire.  The 
Modi et al. sensor design is a plate covered in vertically aligned multi-walled CNTs 
(MWNT), specifically aligned in a parallel plate with a grounded cathode which causes a 
current discharge that can be analyzed and quantified to identify the gas present (2003).  
In reporting their success, Modi and others suggest that the sharp tips (<25 nm) are the 
reason for generating very high electric fields at relatively low voltages, lowering 
breakdown voltages several-fold in comparison to traditional electrodes, and thereby 
enabling compact design, low voltage battery run and safe operation of their sensors 
(2003). 
 
Figure 2.7 Schematic of gas ionization chamber with CNT anodes (Modi et al., 2003) 
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There have also been studies on the structural radiation hardness of these two 
types of CNTs.  Gupta and others found that irradiation exposure from an electron-beam 
(such conditions resemble increased temperature and/or pressure regime) for greater than 
8 hours occasionally cause the SWNT to bundle up and collapse or pinch, 
graphitize/amorphize, and oxidize within the area of the electron-beam focus (2007).  
There were little to no apparent changes seen in the MWNT after the exposure to the 
constant 50keV electron beam (Gupta et al., 2007). 
 
Detector Efficiency 
Efficiency is directly related to the detector volume.  Detection efficiency can be 
expressed as either an intrinsic or absolute value.  The first type is the intrinsic efficiency 
(ε int) which is defined by this ratio (Knoll, 2000): 
detectoronincidentquantaradiationofnumber
recordedpulsesofnumber
=intε    (8) 
The intrinsic efficiency is mostly governed by the ability of the chamber to receive and 
record the interaction of an incident radiation.  Gain and lower level discriminators of the 
counting system are also factors.  The other type of efficiency is absolute efficiency 
(ε abs) and is described by the ratio (Knoll, 2000): 
sourcebyemittedquantaradiationofnumber
recordedpulsesofnumber
abs =ε    (9) 
This value will change with the geometric relationship between the radiation source and 
the detector.  The change is due to several factors, some of which have already been 
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described in a previous sub-section, Radiation Interactions in Gas-Filled Detectors.  One 
of these factors is that, in a vacuum, radiation intensity is inversely proportional to the 
square of the distance between the observer and its source due to isotropic emission of 
the radiation (Knoll, 2000).  Another factor, when not in a vacuum, is the radiations 
attenuation through the air or any other medium, including the self-shielding from the 
source itself (if it is a large enough volume, or is dispersed throughout a substrate), that 
may be between the source and the detector.  The absolute efficiency is directly related to 
the intrinsic efficiency for isotropic sources by  





 Ω=
π
εε
4intabs     (10) 
where Ω is the solid angle defined by source and the surface of the detector seen from the 
relative source position (in steradians) (Knoll, 2000).  The solid angle of a source that is 
completely surrounded by a detector is 4π.  The solid angle is defined by the integral over 
the detector surface that faces the source, of the form: 
dA
A
x∫=Ω 2
cosα
   (11) 
where x represents the distance between the source and a surface element dA, and α is the 
angle between the normal to the surface element and the source direction (Knoll, 2000). 
The intrinsic efficiency takes into consideration everything else that may stop the detector 
from recording a pulse for every radiation emitted.  A theoretical intrinsic efficiency can 
also be determined from the effective volume and the source emission.  A loss of 
intensity due to certain shielding thickness and medium can be found by: 
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te
I
I µ−=
0
   (12) 
where I is the final intensity, I0 is the initial intensity, µ is the attenuation coefficient, and 
t is the stopping thickness (Cember, 1996).  Equation 12 can also be used to find how 
much radiation is absorbed inside the detector and, therefore, (assuming all interactions in 
the detector lead to a detected pulse) the intrinsic efficiency (Cember, 1996).  If Equation 
12 describes the ionizing events that pass through the volume, then those ionizing events 
counted can be defined as: 
te σε −−=1int    (13) 
where σ is a total scattering cross section of the target fill-gas (Knoll 2000). 
Stopping thickness of the fill-gas is determined by the chemical make-up of the 
gas and the energy of the gamma rays being attenuated.  Gamma and beta attenuation 
coefficients can be found in one of a few places.  For attenuation through matter with a 
specific chemical make-up, gamma attenuation coefficients are computed in a computer 
program, in which databases can be called on, such as XCOM from the National Institute 
of Standards and Technology (Berger and Seltzer, 1999).  For betas, an estimation of 
attenuation coefficient (in 
g
cm 2 ) for a max energy beta (Emax, in MeV) is given by Pujol 
and Suarez-Navarro to be (2003): 
41.1
max
2
8.13 −=





E
g
cm
ρ
µ
   (14) 
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Modeling 
In order to gain an understanding of the electrical field and the fate on ionizing 
events inside a proportional counter, as with other electronic and radiation detection 
equipment, a simulation model was employed.  There are many different types of models 
that will replicate specific and/or general situations to help with defining a system.  There 
are models that create and track the complete randomness of radiation interaction in 
matter and subsequent radiation.  A Monte Carlo simulation was used by Santos and 
others to model single electron avalanches in the cylindrical symmetric electric field of a 
Xe-Ne gas-filled proportional counter (2007).  The simulation follows the individual 
electrons as they drift toward the anode while reproducing elastic and inelastic collisions 
with the atoms of the fill-gas.  They reported that the simulation was instrumental in 
helping them compare gain quantities and predict an improvement in the intrinsic energy 
resolution, drift velocity, and positive ion mobilities in their detector.  This improvement 
creates faster signals and faster positive-charge collection in such detectors (Santos, 
2007). 
Monte Carlo calculations were also used by Berger and Raso to calculate 
probabilities of backscattering angles and ratios of intensities and energies of incident and 
scattered gammas (1960).  They did Monte Carlo calculations to find these values for 
several different energy gammas for all scattering angles, from perpendicular to glancing 
incidence angles, and for several different scattering materials (Berger and Raso, 1960). 
Maxwell v11.1.1 is a 3D/2D electrostatic modeling program that applies Poisson 
type differential equations to allow the user to define the electric field distribution inside 
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any defined entity (Ansoft, 2006). It was written by the Ansoft Corporation in August of 
2006 and incorporates the use of a finite element method to estimate geometrical meshing 
of the objects in question (Ansoft, 2006).  Lin and others used an older version (v10) 
shown in Figure 2.8 to plot and compare the magnetic field around a synchronous 
reluctance motor for a model they proposed for soft magnetic materials (2005).   
 
 
                                           (a)                                                                                    (b)  
Figure 2.8 (a) Maxwell 2D and (b) Maxwell 3D modeling outputs showing electric field densities on 
surfaces (Lin et al., 2005) 
 
 As with both Maxwell programs, the use of intricate finite element programming 
comes limitations with computational errors.  In the process of equation solving, with 
computers operating on numbers rounded off to a finite number of digits, a reduction of 
accuracy occurs every time there is a calculation (Zienkiewicz, 2005).  Fortunately, with 
modern machines, these round-off errors can be kept to a minimum.  Another error that 
often occurs is the attempt to approximate curved boundaries by polynomials on the faces 
of the elements (Zienkiewicz, 2005).  The Maxwell program calls these approximations 
“meshing” and the user can change its parameters to fit their needs.  This use of linear 
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triangles to approximate curved faces results in higher errors as smaller radii of curvature 
entities are used. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 
 
The primary goal of this project is to explore the influence of anode size and 
composition on gas-filled radiation detector (GFRD) performance with the application 
being a GFRD that is capable of being run at a low enough voltage to be powered on 
batteries without a step-up transformer.   
 The tasks that were performed to meet this objective are: 
• Literature review of GFRD design and nano-scale electrodes 
• Design and build chamber of GFRD to generate experimental data 
• Design and construct fill gas routine to fill chamber of detector 
•  Assemble system capable of counting (quantitatively detecting radiation) with the 
GFRD 
• Collect GFRD performance data with micro-scale anodes of different sizes 
(diameter and length) and composition 
• Collect GFRD performance data on nano-scale anodes of different sizes (diameter 
and length) and geometry (single CNT in coaxial geometry and CNT array with 
parallel plate) 
• Use quantitative computer modeling to simulate electrical fields inside detector 
and around the anodes to compare to experimental results and to help in design of 
detector 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 
METHODS AND MATERIALS 
 
 
The main goal of this research is to investigate the effects on anode wire diameter 
and composition on the operation and operating parameters of a gas-filled radiation 
detector (GFRD) using W wire, carbon fiber, a CNT array, or single CNTs as the 
functioning anode.  What makes this counter different from the tradition counters is that, 
due to its relatively small diameter anodes, it is expected of being capable of working 
with an operating voltage much lower than employed with tradition GFRD.  The goal for 
the operating voltage is for it to be small enough to run on a small transportable power 
supply without a step-up transformer creating a very portable, yet energy efficient and 
functional GFRD. 
 
Chamber 
After literature reviews of radiation detectors and discussion and collaboration 
with Dr. Rao’s group in the Physics Department at Clemson University, a preliminary 
design for the counter, shown in Figure 4.1(a), was proposed and built (final design 
pictured in Figure 4.1(b)).  It was built to have the ability of gas exchange, containing 
high pressures, and a means in which to hold and replace several different anodes.  In 
addition to these characteristics, the counter needed to maintain the ability to possess a 
BNC coaxial cable connection to the anode. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4.1 (a) Schematic of GFRD detector (not to scale) and (b) photograph of actual detector  
 
 
 
Gas 
in/out 
Single CNT, 
fine W wire, 
Carbon Fiber 
Etched W wire S/S stage 
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The detector design is suitable for experiments of coaxial cylindrical and point 
anode GFRD designs.  The detector is capable of anode replacement with ease.  This is 
necessary to keep the geometry of the experiment as close as possible from one run to the 
next while the anodes are changed. 
 
Set-up and Initial Source 
Once the detector was connected with an anode and was filled to a desired gas 
pressure it was connected to a standard data acquisition system for pulse mode operation.  
The system consisted of a high voltage power supply, a pre-amplifier, the detector 
chamber, and an amplifier that boosted the signal to an oscilloscope (for review of pulse 
height and confirmation of counts, visually) and a multi-channel analyzer (MCA).  The 
MCA communicates with a computer used in the set-up represented in Figure 4.2.  The 
actual parts and model numbers for instrumentation are listed in Appendix A.  The 
detector was first tested with a W anode of the traditional size (around 50µm diameter) to 
make sure that the system was working properly as a GFRD. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 GFRD counting set-up schematic 
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The source used was a 137Cs source that was 30.0µCi in November of 1985.  With 
a half life of 30.2 years this gives a current activity of 18.1µCi (670,000Bq).  The decay 
scheme is shown in Figure 4.3.  This isotope of Cesium is a beta emitter with daughters 
of 137Ba or 137mBa, the latter decays via gamma-ray and electron emission to the stable 
Barium.  The 137mBa and the 137Cs have the same activity as they are in secular 
equilibrium with one another due to their respective difference in half life.  Every beta 
decay of 137Cs is followed by an 85% chance of a 0.662 MeV gamma ray being emitted. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Decay scheme of 137Cs (Sonzogni, 2006) 
 
Fill Gas 
The GFRD was tested and run at different pressures up to four atmospheres of P-
10 gas.  A system was set-up, illustrated in Figure 4.4, which is capable of pulling a 
vacuum on the chamber of 6.58x10-4 atm (500mtorr) and then back-filling it with fill-gas.  
During operation, the chamber was pumped down from atmospheric pressure then filled 
back up to 4 atm of P-10 gas.  This process was repeated twice more.  Iterating Equation 
7 three times, the final chamber pressure was filled up to 4 atm of P-10 gas giving a final 
air impurity of roughly a billionth of a percent (assuming pure P-10 in cylinder). 
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Figure 4.4 Gas fill Schematic 
 
Fabrication of W Wires and W tips 
Experiments with different diameter anodes were carried out to quantify changes 
in operating voltage and absolute detection efficiency.  Prior to these tests being run the 
anodes of different sizes had to be fabricated.  Tungsten wires were used for quantifying 
a relationship between the diameter and applied voltage on the micro-scale.  A 
commercially manufactured 0.5mm diameter W wire was etched down using an 
electrochemical process, illustrated in Figure 4.5, to 55, 100, and 250 µm. 
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Figure 4.5 Schematic of Electrochemical Etching of W wires 
 
 
The etching process was conducted in Dr. Rao’s Physics Lab on Clemson 
University campus.  The W wires were suspended in a 1M NaOH bath.  A current was 
applied to the bath that added energy to reaction for the chemical etching.  The current 
was slowly increased via a varying transformer connected to a common 110V outlet.  A 
slow increase in current with long run times (approximately 2 minutes) yielded a wire 
with uniform diameter; the longer the exposure to the current the smaller the wire 
diameter.  These uniform wires were used as stand alone (attached only to stainless steel 
stage) wires in the diameter dependence experiments.  The wires could not be etched 
down any smaller than a diameter of 50µm or they would not be able to support their own 
weight.  The smaller diameter (4, 7.5, and 25µm), hard temper, W wires used for the 
anodes were purchased by Dr. Rao’s group from Goodfellow Cambridge Limited, 
 
NaOH 
Alligator Clip holding 
W wire 
Graphite rod, 
electrode 
Varying Transformer 
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Huntington England on a spool of 10 to 50 meters depending on the diameter.  All of the 
W wires that were etched or purchased are listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 
If the process was changed to a faster increase in current with short run times 
(approximately 30 seconds) yielded shorter but very sharp wires with radii of curvature 
of the tips down to around 5µm.  These sharp W wires, called “W tips,” were used later 
for “pulling” of CNTs.  
 
Carbon Fibers 
The carbon fibers were acquired from Dr. Rao’s group in the Physics Department 
at Clemson University.  They were measured to be between 10 and 11µm in diameter, by 
darkfield microscope images (Figure 4.6), and ranged up to 5cm in length.   
 
 
 
Figure 4.6 Darkfield microscope image of carbon fiber (10.84µm segment) 
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A way in which to attach and remove the fibers from their stage was arranged in 
order to see the differences between the counts taken when the fiber is present and when 
the fiber is gone.  Figure 4.1(a) illustrates the geometry of attached carbon fiber and 
chamber.  Silver paint (conducting semi-adhesive) was used between the W wire and the 
carbon fiber to assure the anode system stay assembled and the fiber have a good contact 
to the stage.  The exact same experiment, without the presence of the fiber, was 
conducted sequentially in order to evaluate the effect of the micro- or nano-scale anode.  
Experiments were conducted in succession to assure that the results (counts) are from the 
functioning fiber and not the stage to which it was fixed.  A signal can possibly be 
contributed by the stage, the adhesive (silver paint), or the tungsten structure.  The signal 
associated with the detector structure must be discerned from the counts contributed by 
the fiber.  All fiber experiments were with the same diameter (roughly that of Figure 4.6) 
and length (5mm).  Their uses are listed in the Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for the experiments 
below.   
Lower level discriminators (LLD) for the MCA were chosen by doing a full 
spectrum (LLD at very low channel) analysis and finding the edge of the electronic noise.  
An LLD was set to include all or most of the counts due to the source by placing it at the 
lowest point beneath which the source counts start while still keeping the dead time of the 
MCA below 5%.  When the MCA is recording extremely high count rates its dead time 
increases allowing for loss of counts.  The LLD for the carbon fiber anode experiments 
was set at Channel 86 and counts were taken for 120 seconds with source and without for 
a gross and a background count rate. 
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Operating Voltage Dependence on Anode Diameter 
In order to distinguish operation voltages for each anode, a test was required that 
would detect where the proportional region started for each anode as a function of several 
different anode characteristics.  Listed in Table 4.1, anodes of different diameter, length, 
and or geometry were used; as well as different compositions such as W, carbon fibers, 
and CNTs.  The diameters of the 0.055 and 0.5mm W wires were measured using the 
digital camera attached the darkfield microscope provided by Dr. Rao’s group.  The 
diameters of the 0.1mm and 0.25mm anodes were estimated by comparing with the 
0.055mm and 0.5mm anodes under a 100x zoom optical microscope.  The diameter of the 
carbon fiber was measured by darkfield microscopy as 10-11µm while the 4, 7.5, and the 
25µm W wires were purchased from a commercial supplier and their reported diameters 
were used without further confirmation.  The pulse height responses were read out from 
the oscilloscope shown in Figure 4.1.  From these data, operating voltages were chosen 
from where the response pulses were the pulses were clearly increasing from the 
proportional region (for the W and carbon fiber anodes) as depicted in Figure 2.1. 
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Table 4.1 Wires used for proportionality experiments 
Composition Anode 
Diameter (µm) 
Anode length 
(mm) 
Origin 
4 
7.5 
5 
25 10 
Goodfellow 
Cambridge 
Lmt. 
 
55 
100 
250 
 
 
 
W 
 
500 
 
25 
 
 
 
 
 
Etched 
    
Carbon fiber 10.5 5 Dr. Rao’s 
Group 
    
CNT .04 .105 
CNT Array  
.1 
.015 
Described in 
CNT Anodes 
Sect. 
 
As the anode diameter gets smaller the surface roughness of the anodes becomes 
more important.  Impurities on the surface of a very small radius wire will result in 
electrical property changes.  Tungsten oxidizes quickly in air at room temperature with 
any humidity.  Oxidization layers cause surfaces of wires to become uneven and 
therefore, especially at smaller diameters, cause micro sized deformities in the wires 
affecting their electrical properties.  The anodes were cleaned before each run.  The wires 
were immersed in a 1M NaOH bath (several times if needed). The bath was caustic to 
removes the oxidation layers.  Between immersions they were rinsed in distilled 
deionized (DDI) water.  After the basic bath they were immersed in the solvent acetone to 
remove any other dirt particles from the wire and rinsed again in DDI water to regain 
surface uniformity. 
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Anode Length Dependence 
Determining the absolute efficiency of the system length dependency of the anode 
length was done to correlate absolute detection efficiency with anode length.  This was 
done by comparing solid angles between the source and the effective volume of the 
various anodes.  The first solid angle used was that found by using Equation 11.  When 
this equation is integrated over the area in which the effective volume of the detector is 
covering, it gives: 

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where Ω , r, x, and L are defined by Figure 4.7.  Counts were then taken with a constant 
LLD at channel 51 and operating voltage of 600V (using the methodology described in 
the next section) for 300s.  Anodes used were of 25µm (as seen in Table 4.1) diameter 
and 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40mm long.  The cesium source was placed in the same 
geometric location relative to the center of the anode for each run.  The count rates found 
for the shortest anode was taken and multiplied by the ratio of solid angles to normalize 
data for comparison with the longer length anodes.  The parameters for the effective 
volumes used for the solid angle calculations were found using Equation 2.  The count 
rates were then converted into absolute efficiencies for comparison purposes.  These 
absolute efficiencies were plotted versus anode length to show the dependency of anode 
length on the solid angle and therefore efficiency of the detector.  The experimental data 
points were also compared to a common theory of twice the length yields twice the 
efficiency. 
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Figure 4.7 Schematic of solid angle between source and effective volume of detector; 2L is equal to the full 
length of the anode 
 
Anode Diameter Dependence 
Determination of the efficiency dependence on the diameter is similar to that of 
length dependence, although, with the change in diameter comes a change in operating 
voltages.  If they were kept the same it would allow some of the anodes to perform in 
proportional mode while others were in ionization or even recombination region.  These 
operating voltages were chosen by pulse heights that exceeded 1V.  Once the operating 
voltages were obtained, counts were taken for each of the anodes.  The bias voltage at 
which the detectors were clearly in the proportional region was chosen as the operating 
voltage.   
If the electric field is changing due to differences in anode size and applied 
voltage, then the volumes of ionization and proportional regions will change.  This 
change can be calculated in one of several ways.  The system can be considered a coaxial 
GFRD set-up and the radius at which the electric field is at 4x104 V/m can be found by 
Anode 
Effective V 
 
x 
L 
2r
Ω 
α  
source 
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Equation 2.  The system can also be considered a point anode GFRD set-up and this 
radius could be found via Equation 6.  Choosing the equation in which to define the 
system is determined by how much the “sharp” tip of the anode contributes to overall 
electric field as opposed to the entire length of the anode.  The geometry (coaxial or 
point) that better represented the experimental set-up was investigated by fitting the two 
geometric models to the experimental data.  To achieve this evaluation, the efficiency 
versus diameter data were plotted along with the two model equations and the differences 
between the model and experimental data were compared.  The normalization was carried 
out via ratios of solid angles.  For both situations, the solid angle is found by integrating 
over the area of the effective volume of the detector giving: 
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for the coaxial design (cylindrical effective volume) and: 
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for the point anode design (spherical effective volume) where Ω, L, r and y are defined 
by Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8 Schematic of Solid Angle between source and effective volume of detector for diameter changes 
 
The effective volumes can also be defined by one of two electric fields.  The 
electric field needed to find the radius, r, of the effective volume can either be 106 or 
4x104 V/m; for proportional and ionization operation respectively.  Theory suggests that 
it is the electric field needed for the ionization operation that defines the effective 
volume.  Below 4x104 V/m is recombination region operation(Knoll, 2000).  The very 
definition of ionization operation begins at the conclusion of the ability of the electron to 
recombine with gas molecules in its vicinity.  This therefore suggest that all of the 
ionization events in this volume will have enough energy to drift into the proportional 
region without recombining and being lost as a count, making the volume where electric 
field is 4x104 V/m the effective volume used in the calculation of the solid angles. 
Counts were then taken with a constant LLD at channel 35 with varying operating 
voltages for 300s.  Anodes used are shown in Table 4.2.  The length of the anodes was 
y 
r 
2r 
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chosen to be a short 5mm due to the inability of the smallest anodes (4 and 7.5µm) to 
span out much further without wanting to “curl” up due to their storage on spools.  The 
cesium source was placed in the same geometric location relative to the center of the 
anode for each run.  The count rates were first translated into absolute efficiencies by 
dividing by the emission rate of the source (after attenuation from the cathode found by 
Equation 12 (540,033 (γ/s))) and then plotted versus anode diameter to decide whether 
the experiments could be modeled by a coaxial or point anode.  The experimental data 
were compared by normalizing experimental data to the datum at a 4µm anode diameter 
and then normalized by ratios of solid angle subtended by each anode.  This was done for 
point and coaxial anode set-ups. 
 
Table 4.2 Wires used for Anode Diameter Dependency Experiments 
Composition Anode 
Diameter (µm) 
Anode length 
(mm) 
Origin 
4 
7.5 
35 
Acquired 
from  
Dr. Rao’s 
Group 
  
100 
 
 
W 
 
500 
 
 
5 
Etched 
 
Comparisons of Intrinsic Efficiencies of W Anodes 
A comparison was done between the intrinsic efficiencies of experimental data of 
the W wire anode diameter changes and a purely theoretical intrinsic efficiency.  The 
experimental intrinsic efficiencies were found by using the absolute efficiencies from the 
smallest and largest (to get a range) diameter anode experiments, different modeled solid 
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angles, and Equation 10.  The parameters for the two solid angles used were found from 
Equation 2 (EM calculations) and Maxwell 3D (modeling program mentioned later) and 
used in Equation 16.  The purely theoretical intrinsic efficiencies were found using 
Equation 13.  The average chord length of the effective volume (
2
rπ ) was used for the 
stopping thickness (t) of the detecting volume and attenuation coefficients were used for 
the scattering cross section (σ) in the equation.  Attenuation coefficients for the 
theoretical efficiencies for the source used with W wire anodes (662keV gammas from 
cesium) were obtained from the aforementioned program called XCOM (Berger and 
Seltzer, 1999).  The theoretical and experimental intrinsic efficiencies were plotted side 
by side, both plotted for both the largest and the smallest diameter anodes and the former 
plotted for all gamma energies.  The attenuation coefficient will change with the energy 
of the gamma causing the theoretical intrinsic efficiencies to also change. 
 
CNT Anodes 
Several different size CNTs were tested in a coaxial and a parallel plate set-up to 
assess their ability to act as an anode in a gas-filled detector.  Several 40nm diameter 
anodes of varying lengths were used to find pulse height spectrums with varied applied 
voltages.  Three 40nm diameter CNTs of lengths 35, 40, and 105µm were then tested in a 
coaxial set-up at an applied voltage suggested by the previous experiment to show a 
positive net count rate.  An array of 100nm diameter CNTs was used to test the parallel 
plate set-up. 
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To estimate the source needed for detection by the extremely small anode, the 
results of the CNT length dependency experiments were used to extrapolate the count 
rate data.  This was used to estimate the base parameters (e.g. source activity and 
counting time) to make possible the runs with single CNTs and CNT arrays.  These 
experiments had to be designed to increase the probability of seeing the counts from the 
CNT anodes.  Since the effective volumes were estimated at  1.76x10-5mm3, there is a 
need for even higher probability of interactions to occur in this volume.  There are two 
ways to achieve this: increase the Cs-137 activity, or increase the probability that the 
radiation will interact with a gas particle.  Both were attempted.  The first was used in an 
attempt to find the operating voltage via pulse height versus applied voltage for 1 hour 
count times and a 5mCi Cs-137 source.  The latter of the two options with a Sr-90 source 
was used to find efficiencies of the detector.  The charged particle is much more likely to 
interact in the fill gas than the gamma rays.  Strontium was chosen due to the 2280keV 
beta from Y-90 (daughter) being strong enough to penetrate the cathode.  According to 
Equation 14 beta energy of at least 1.728MeV is needed to pierce the 0.1cm stainless 
steel (1996).  The decay scheme of Sr-90 is shown in Figure 4.9.  The 90Sr source had an 
activity of 20mCi in November of 1980 giving it a current activity of 3.85x108 Bq.  Like 
the previous cesium source used, strontium and its daughter are in equilibrium due to 
their differences in half-life.  Every disintegration of strontium-90 results in a 546keV 
beta followed by a 2280keV beta from yttrium-90. 
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Figure 4.9 Decay scheme for strontium 90 and yttrium 90, with major concern beta energies (Sonzogni, 
2006) 
 
The CNT array was tested with a parallel plate design suggested by Modi and 
others and the single CNT experiments were performed in the traditional coaxial design 
as portrayed in Figure 4.1 (2003).  The CNTs grown for the parallel plate set-ups were 
approximately 105nm in diameter, 15µm in length, and were spaced, on average, <0.5µm 
apart and can be seen in Figure 4.10.  They were grown directly onto the chromium 
coated copper plates by chemical vapor deposition and were purchased from NanoLabs in 
Boston, MA.  The plate was then arranged with a bare chromium coated copper plate 
with a 200µm glass spacer between them.  The CNTs used for the traditional coaxial 
design, shown in Appendix C, were grown and developed by Dr. Apparo Rao’s group in 
the Physics Department at Clemson University.  Both SRNL and Dr. Rao’s group used 
variations of a process called chemical vapor deposition (CVD) to grow the CNTs.  
Because of the size of these CNTs their handling was done under darkfield microscopes 
with abilities for micron-level manipulation.  Images of the process in which the single 
CNTs were “pulled” onto a W tip are presented in Figure 4.11.  Once the CNTs were 
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grown and set in place the anodes were observed under a microscope to assure their 
presence.  This observation was needed to be done directly before and after their use 
because a technique was never found that completely insured their steadfast attachment.  
Both of the experimental set-ups were placed in the chamber seen in Figure 4.1(b) and 
connected to the counting system shown in Appendix A.  Only operational mode 
operation experiments were performed for the CNT array (5mCi Cs-137) but the single 
CNT set-up was subjected to 24 hour counts (20mCi Sr-90) with an operational voltage 
found in the previous experiment.  The net count rates were found by ramping the applied 
voltage to 500V and back down to overcome the electrostatic forces holding the CNT on, 
running identical counts with the CNT off, and subtracting from the original spectrum.  
These net count rates were used to calculate the absolute efficiencies.  These efficiencies 
were used to calculate an experimental intrinsic efficiency that was compared to a 
theoretical intrinsic efficiency as described above in the section called Comparison of 
Intrinsic Efficiencies for W Anodes.  The absorption coefficients used for the yttrium 
betas were obtained from Equation 14. 
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Figure 4.10 SEM image of CNT array on chromium plated copper plate; used for parallel plate set-up 
 
  
Figure 4.11 Darkfield Microscope Digital Images of pulling CNT from CNT bundle with W wire and 
afterwards (zoomed more), the single CNT on a W tip.  
 
Maxwell Modeling 
Analytical modeling was used to simulate the system and model the electric fields 
inside the detector.  The electrostatics-based analysis program that was used was 
Maxwell 2D and 3D from the Ansoft Corporation (2006).  The chamber that was used for 
all the experiments was modeled to its closest possible specifications.  The diameters of 
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the experimental CNTs used in the program were modeled as 100nm instead of 40nm due 
to the limitations of the Maxwell 3D program described in the Literature Review chapter 
of this thesis.  These limitations, or meshing approximations, of small radii curved faces 
do not allow extremely small entities unless the ratio of length to diameter is small (i.e. 
the 40nm diameter anodes were only allowed in the array if they were under 15µm long).  
The mesh parameters were altered from the programs defaults to allow the programs to 
better represent the very small anodes.  These parameters are listed in Appendix G. 
The single coaxial design with the CNT was tested to evaluate the density of 
electric field needed for gas multiplication.  These data were found also for a 25µm W 
wire and used to compare and contrast.  The 2D model was then used to maximize the 
volume in which the electric field was greater than or equal to 4x104 V/m, in order for no 
recombination, by changing the size of the cathode and the fashion in which they were 
positioned around the anodes.  The 3D model was then used to represent the parallel plate 
set-up with CNT array geometry.  The experimental parallel plate set-up was modeled to 
explain its level of success.  Finally, the 3D program was used to change the pitch of the 
CNTs (100nm diameter, 40µm length) in the array to maximize the electric field.  An 
electrode spacing of 200µm between the plates and arrays of 5x5 were used to model this 
system.  From the model we were able to investigate anode arrays and suggest future 
detector changes in the geometry and materials to achieve lowered operating voltages and 
increased counting efficiencies. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
The data presented in this chapter are from experiments and modeling simulations 
designed to examine the influences of anode size and composition on detector operating 
voltage and detection efficiency.  The experimental protocol and materials used in these 
studies were described in the previous chapter of this thesis.   
The operating voltage for the detector in the proportional region was determined 
for tungsten anodes with diameters from 500µm to 4µm and lengths from 4cm to 5mm.  
Similar tests were performed on carbon fibers (10µm diameter, 5mm length) and CNTs 
(40nm diameter, 35-105µm length).  The experimental detection efficiency was 
compared with those calculated using an electrostatic model as well as a finite-element 
computer code, Maxwell 2D and 3D.  The finite-element computer code was used to 
optimize a CNT array configuration to suggest designs that would increase the electric 
field, both volume and magnitude, in the detector.   
 
Operating Voltage Dependence on Anode Diameter 
Presented in Figure 5.1 is pulse height versus applied voltage for tungsten anodes 
and one carbon fiber anode.  The recombination, ionization, and proportional regions 
which are characteristic are apparent in all anodes.  For the W anodes the applied voltage 
required to achieve a given pulse height decreases with decreasing anode diameter.  The 
carbon fiber anode follows this general trend, but exhibits a lowered voltage response 
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than an equivalent sized W anode.  Consequently, the operating voltage would also 
decrease with decreasing anode diameter.  These data are consistent with theory.   
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Figure 5.1 Pulse height vs. applied voltage for carbon fiber and W wires of varying diameter (data 
Appendix B); Lines connect data points to guide eye only 
 
Presented in Figure 5.2 are pulse heights versus applied voltage for one carbon 
fiber and tungsten anodes ranging from 55 to 4µm diameter.  These data are generally 
consistent with data in Figure 5.1 and theory.  The carbon fiber anode is the only 
electrode that does not exactly follow the operating voltage versus anode diameter trend 
established with the tungsten anodes.  This will be discussed in the Carbon Fiber Anode 
section and modeling results. 
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Figure 5.2 Pulse height vs. applied voltage for carbon fiber and several smaller W wires 
 
 The operating voltage for the proportional region is operationally defined here as 
the detector bias voltage corresponding with a 1V pulse height.  This operating voltage is 
consistent with the definition in Knoll for these data (2000).  The operating voltage for 
the anodes in Figure 5.1 and 5.2 are summarized in Figure 5.3.  The operating voltage of 
the proportional region for the W anodes decreases as the anode diameter decreases.  The 
exception to the trend is the carbon fiber which has a slightly lower operating voltage 
than predicted from the W anode data.  The reason for this point will be discussed later. 
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Figure 5.3 Operating voltage vs. the anode diameter for different several different W anodes, and one 
carbon fiber anode 
 
Absolute Efficiency Dependence on Anode Diameter 
Figure 5.4 is a graph of the experimental absolute efficiency as a function of 
anode diameter with comparison to the coaxial and point anode electrostatic models.  
Absolute detection efficiencies were calculated for each of the anodes shown in Table 4.2 
at their respective operating voltage.  For the coaxial and the point anode electrostatic 
model the effective volume was defined by either the ionization (field > 4x104 V/m) or 
the proportional volume (field > 1x106 V/m).  For the anode diameters and lengths tested, 
the coaxial electrostatic model based on the effective volume defined by the electric field 
of 4x104 V/m best fits the experimental data.  Figure 5.4 also presents an extrapolation to 
a diameter of 40nm where the absolute efficiency is 8.77x10-8, the implications of which 
will be discussed later.  The raw data can be found in Table B.10 and B.11 of Appendix 
B.   
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Figure 5.4 Absolute Efficiency fit for (a) coaxial model (with 5mm long 40nm diameter CNT estimate) and 
(b) point anode model with effective volume estimates for the ionization and proportional 
regions (in (b), ionization and proportional region points almost overlap) 
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Anode Length Dependency 
Presented in Figure 5.5 is the experimental absolute efficiency versus anode 
length plot for a 25µm W wire.  It is plotted against both of the extrapolated theoretical 
data.  The graph shows the experimental data follow closer to the line for solid angle 
extrapolation. This length extrapolation of solid angles will be used in a later subsection.  
This experiment was repeated several times for a carbon fiber and 25µm W wires; the 
data for the carbon fiber and other W wire can be found in Tables B.5, B.6, and B.7 of 
Appendix B.   
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Figure 5.5 Absolute efficiency dependence on anode wire length 
 
Carbon Fiber Anode 
Presented in Figure 5.6 are counts versus channel number for a given applied 
voltage of 5V.  These spectra correspond to the data obtained at 5V in Figure 5.7.  Figure 
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5.7 shows absolute efficiency versus applied voltage for the carbon fiber anode.  The data 
presented in Figure 5.6 and 5.7 show that with the fiber present there is a net positive 
count rate that is increasing with applied voltage.  This suggests the carbon fiber was 
acting as an individual anode apart from the W tip.  This experiment was repeated with a 
second carbon fiber.  The results were similar and can be found with the raw data for the 
first fiber (Table B.2) in Table B.2 and Figure B.1 in Appendix B. 
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Figure 5.6 Pulse height spectra showing the total counts versus channel number both with and without a 
carbon fiber silver painted on a W tip, at an applied voltage at 5V 
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Figure 5.7 Absolute efficiency applied versus voltage  with and without a carbon fiber (d=10µm, length 
5mm) on the W tip 
 
On average, higher applied voltages had larger count differences between the 
fibers present and absent.  This was thought to be due to the gain caused by higher 
applied voltages.  An increase in gain does not necessarily cause an increase in the events 
seen by the chamber, but it does cause a shift in the channels in which the pulses are 
counted causing an increase in counting rate above the LLD.  This shift is caused by an 
increase in electric field and is referred to in Equation 5.  The gain can be increased by an 
increase in applied voltage and/or a decrease in anode radius.  The carbon fiber, having a 
smaller radius than the W wire on which it is fixed, would have a higher volume of 
electric field close to its surface and therefore a greater electron gain and shift in 
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channels.  This creates an even higher count rate at higher voltages.  This suggests having 
a high LLD could result in loss of counts at lower voltages. 
In the previous sections there has been evidence that carbon fiber anodes exhibit a 
lower operating voltage than the W anode of corresponding diameter.  The fibers were 
much more likely to be aligned precisely in the radial geometry of the chamber than the 
4µm and 7.5µm W wires due to the superior structural qualities of carbon fibers over the 
4µm and 7.5µm W wires.  The surface of the fiber was also much smoother than the 
smaller W wires.  The smoothness of the fiber would have given it an advantage over the 
W wire as the electric field around the anode would have been more uniform and had a 
higher probability of causing a higher gain in the electron avalanche.  Although the W 
wires were cleaned immediately prior to experimentation, the smoother surface of the 
carbon fibers can still be seen in the digital images of the anodes taken under the 
darkfield microscope (shown in Appendix C). 
 
Detector Properties that Affect εint 
 Presented in Figure 5.8 is a correlation between theoretical and experimental 
intrinsic efficiencies of a 4µm and a 500µm W diameter anode.  The absolute efficiencies 
of the smallest and largest W anodes found previously were used to find experimental 
intrinsic efficiencies.  The intrinsic efficiency is proportional to the absolute efficiency by 
the factor of the solid angle.  This graph shows experimental values for the smallest and 
largest anodes with effective volume sizes calculated from both EM calculations and 
Maxwell 3D.  The graph also shows theoretical intrinsic efficiencies at different gamma 
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energies.  The lower the gamma energies result in higher theoretical efficiencies. The 
experimental intrinsic efficiencies for the EM calculations and Maxwell 3D suggests that 
there must be detection of lower energy gammas. Lower energy gammas having higher 
attenuation coefficients could account for the difference seen in intrinsic efficiencies.  As 
seen in Figure 5.8 the experimental intrinsic efficiency was equal to the theoretical 
intrinsic efficiency at roughly 17keV. 
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of intrinsic efficiencies; theoretical and experimental 
 
Based on the difference between the theoretical and experimental intrinsic 
efficiencies, it is suggested that lower energy electro-magnetic radiation is being 
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detected.  There is a 32keV x-ray which is released in 3.8% of the cesium decays.  
Although there are much less of these x-rays than there are the 662keV gammas, their 
higher probability of interacting makes their contributions greater.  They are attenuated to 
1% of the original intensity after their traverse of the stainless steel cathode (found by 
Equation 12, attenuation coefficients from XCOM). 
Low energy gamma rays result from scattering.  The detector and source were 
completely surrounded in lead bricks.  Every time a gamma enters the lead (for isotropic 
source and average entrance and exit angles) it has been reported to have an average of 
only 6.12% of its initial intensity and 3.46% of its original energy before it is scattered 
back out into the area between the lead and the detector (Berger and Raso, 1960).  This 
means that it only takes roughly two average backscatters from the original 662keV 
gammas to be on the order of the energies needed to have the experimental efficiencies 
equal the theoretical.  Although it is improbable that a high percentage of the scattered 
gammas from the lead will penetrate the cathode, as the energies of the gammas are 
scattered down they will reach energies and intensities at which it is possible for the 
experimental intrinsic efficiencies to be explained by the backscattering. 
 The εint can also be effected by the electrons there are being ionized from the 
cathode due to scattering by incident gammas.  The Emax for the electron generated from a 
662keV gamma being Compton scattered is 450keV and the range for this maximum 
electron energy is only 176µm in stainless steel (Knoll, 2000).  If a gamma scatters and 
produces an electron within this distance of the inner edge of the cathode and the electron 
tends toward the effective volume it is likely (depending on the size of the effective 
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volume) that the electron may deposit energy inside of the active volume and get 
counted.  This also goes for any scatter events that happen in the fill gas as the εint for 
electrons is roughly equal to 1. 
Single CNT Anodes 
 Different size CNTs were tested in a coaxial set-up to assess their ability to act as 
an anode in a gas-filled detector.  Several 40nm diameter anodes of varying lengths were 
used to quantify the detector pulse height as a function of applied voltage.  From initial 
scoping experiments it was determined that an operating voltage greater than 100V would 
overcome the forces that retained the CNT on the W tip.  These raw data can be found in 
Appendix B, Table B.13 and Figure B.6.  In subsequent experiments where pulse height 
and count rate were recorded the operating voltage was maintained below 75V, unless the 
purpose was to remove the CNT from the W tip.  Based on the experimental and 
modeling experiments, the CNT anodes resulted in positive net counts at extremely low 
efficiencies when operating in the ionization region. 
 The data presented in Figure 5.9 shows pulse height versus applied voltage for 
four different 40nm CNT anodes.  The observation times were one hour at each applied 
voltage.  The pulses were viewed on the digital oscilloscope, where the trigger level was 
increased in an attempt to capture the largest pulse during the observation time.   The data 
presented in Figure 5.9 shows higher pulse heights at or around 10V, suggesting counts 
from the CNT anode.  Each of the CNTs had shown at least one relatively large pulse at 
this voltage.  Screen captures of the maximum pulse at each applied voltage are in 
Appendix D. 
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Figure 5.9 Pulse height versus applied voltage for several CNTs on W wire tips; viewed on digital 
oscilloscope, hour observation times 5mCi Cs-137; lines are only to guide the eyes (Raw data in 
Table B.14) 
 
 Presented in Figure 5.10 are pulse height and maximum recorded channel versus 
applied voltage from MCA readouts for a 40nm diameter CNT anodes of undetermined 
length.  The data for this CNT is recorded with the MCA as to be sure to record all the 
pulses above a threshold.  Voltages were applied in increments of two volts until a 
significant amount of pulses (considered to be from the CNT) were seen.  The count 
times were one hour and the LLDs were placed at the edge of the spectrum at channel 
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105.  The readout data from the MCA can be found in Appendix E and are condensed to 
a graph in Figure 5.10.  Figure 5.10 shows net counts versus applied voltage on the 
primary axis and max channel recorded in the MCA versus applied voltage on the 
secondary axis.  The counts were seen to be below two at operating voltages of 2, 4, 6, 
and 8 volts.  There was one spurious large pulse recorded at 2V.  The data for this CNT 
are consistent with those previously recorded where the net counts and maximum channel 
show an apparent increase at 10V. 
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Figure 5.10 Proportionality test for CNTs using MCA readouts; max channel is out of 4096 total channels 
Figure 5.11 shows the MCA pulse height spectra for the 35µm long CNT anode 
used in calculating the absolute detection efficiency.  The MCA readouts for the 40µm 
and the 105µm long CNTs can be seen in Appendix F.  These experiments were 
conducted with a strontium-90 source (20mCi) because of the higher activity relative to 
the previously used cesium-137 source, the higher probability of interaction of beta 
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particles in the fill-gas and for 24 hour count times to increase the number of pulses 
recorded.  The pressure inside the chamber was dropped to one atmosphere to insure a 
minimum loss of fill-gas or a minimum exchange of fill-gas with the surrounding air over 
the longer count times.  The count rates recorded above the LLD with the CNT on the W 
tip and the W tip alone (counts without CNT) as well as the net count rates are 
summarized in Table 5.1.  The absolute efficiency of the 40µm anode is slightly larger 
than the 35µm while that for the 105µm CNT is roughly half that of the 40µm anode 
efficiency, which is unexpected based on theory and inconsistent with the previous 
experiments with W wires.  The slightly longer anode should in fact detect more counts.  
The reason for the discrepancy is unknown. 
 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
 
Figure 5.11 MCA readouts of 35µm CNT anode (a) with and (b) without the CNT present (8192 total 
 channels, data for this anode in Table 5.1 reduced to a 4096 channel bases)  
 
Table 5.1 Absolute detection efficiency for 40nm diameter anodes with three different lengths, 24 hr count 
time, biased 10V, LLD Channel 
 
CNT 
Anode 
Length 
(µm) 
Counts 
with CNT 
(σ) 
Counts 
without 
CNT 
(σ) 
Net Count 
Rate (w/ σ) 
(cps) 
Experimental 
εabs 
 
Max 
Channel 
with CNT 
Max 
Channel 
without 
CNT 
35 101 (+/- 10) 32 (+/-5.6) 7.9(+/-1.3)x10-4 1.13(+/-.19)x10-8 1910 685 
40 156 (+/-12.5) 76 (+/-8.7) 9.3(+/-1.7)x10-4 1.31(+/-.25)x10-8 835 772 
105 57 (+/-7.5) 13 (+/-3.6) 5.1(+/-.97)x10-4  7.18(+/-1.36)x10-9 930 650 
 
 Absolute efficiencies were extrapolated by the W wire data first on radius, then on 
length. These absolute efficiencies, shown in Appendix B, and the efficiencies calculated 
by the experiments are not consistent.  The absolute efficiency suggested by the 
extrapolation of the larger anode experiments was 4.95x10-6 for the 40µm CNT anode.  
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This would be assumed to be less than the absolute efficiency for the strontium-90 source 
seen in the CNT experiments.  The extremely small size of the effective volume 
(calculated by EM calculations and from Maxwell 3D) makes it improbable, not only for 
the incident radiation to ionize a gas particle in the volume, but also for the free electron 
from the ionization to multiply and create an electron avalanche.  Korff says that the 
average mean free path for ionization in a proportional counter is on the order of 10µm 
for an ionization energy of around 15keV (1946).  The volume at which the electric field 
is 4x104 V/m is calculated to be at a radius of 19µm for EM calculations and 34µm from 
Maxwell 3D (discussed later), and the proportional region is under one micron for both at 
a biased voltage of 10V.  It is then unlikely for gas multiplication to occur in order to see 
the expected efficiency.  It is more probable the counter is operating in the ionization 
region.  The measured data from the three CNTs were then used to compare the 
theoretical intrinsic efficiencies.  The intrinsic efficiencies experimentally determined for 
the CNT anodes are presented in Table 5.2.  If the beta particle enters into the region of 
the detector where the electric field exceeds 4x104 V/m, the theoretical intrinsic 
efficiency should equal 100%.  This is only true if the energy deposited by each beta is 
greater than the LLD of the counting system.  The difference of two orders of magnitude 
in the theoretical (100%) and the experimental values can be explained by the low 
probability of the beta particle  depositing enough of its energy in the ionization effective 
volume as well as by the stoppage of the free electrons from the ionization to multiply 
inside of the proportional effective volume.  If the LLD is too high, then the radiation 
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interaction may not be quantified by the counting system.  Both of these factors are due 
to the extremely small effective volume created by the CNT and the 10V applied voltage. 
 
Table 5.2 Intrinsic Efficiency Comparison for CNT anodes 
CNT 
anode 
length 
(µm) 
Ω from EM 
calculations 
(steradians) 
Ω from Maxwell 
3D model 
(steradians) 
εint 
EM calculations 
εint 
Maxwell 3D 
model 
105 3.355x10-5 8.884x10-5  2.691 (+/-.51)x10-3 1.016(+/-.19) x10-3  
40 1.278x10-5 2.603x10-5 1.284 (+/-.21)x10-2 6.305(+/-.11) x10-3 
35 1.118x10-5 2.135x10-5  1.266 (+/-.24)x10-2 6.629(+/-.12) x10-3 
 
CNT Array 
 The CNT array on a copper plate that was spaces parallel 200µm from another 
copper plate showed signs of operating in the recombination and ionization region.  
Figure 5.12 shows the pulse heights recorded as a function of applied voltage.  It was 
tested with voltages up to 50V before a spark developed.  The experiments were then 
discontinued.  Operation in the recombination region and the beginning of the ionization 
region can be seen in Figure 5.12.  The proportional region operating voltage was then 
thought to be much higher than 50V.  The sparks were perceived to be from non-
uniformities in the plates or CNTs in the array protruding higher than the rest causing 
spacing to be much smaller than anticipated.  Because the volumes where these sparks 
occurred were too small (i.e. under a mean free path for ionization) for gas multiplication, 
operation in the proportional region was not seen as the electric field grew. 
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Figure 5.12 Pulse height vs. applied voltage for the parallel plates set-up with CNT array 
  
Maxwell Electrostatic Modeling 
Figure 5.13 shows the electric fields calculated by the modeling program Maxwell 
3D for two different size anodes and three different applied voltages.  Figure 5.13(a) 
shows the electric fields inside the chamber with a 25µm W wire anode with bias voltage 
of 630V (operating voltage found previously).  It can be seen that the electric field of 
4x104 and 1x106 V/m volumes are somewhat uniform and symmetrical and extend to a 
radius of around 250µm and 100µm respectively.  The dimensions of the electric field are 
several times larger than the mean free path for ionization described by Korff which 
suggest the detector is in the proportional region and is consistent with the experimental 
results.   
In Figure 5.13(b) the electric field around the W tip and the CNT (100nm 
diameter, 105µm long) for a 10V bias is shown.  Potentially due to reasons previously 
stated in Chapter 2, these electric fields represented by Maxwell 3D are neither uniform 
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nor symmetrical.  The radius at which the electric field is 4x104 V/m (used in all of the 
experimental intrinsic efficiency calculations) is also present in Figure 5.13(b) at 
approximately 43µm.  The maximum electric field of 4.68x106 V/m was calculated by the 
program and was located directly on the surface of the CNT anode.  Although according 
to Knoll this electric field was high enough for gas multiplication and therefore could 
function as a proportional counter, the volume in which the electric field is at or above 
1x106 V/m is extremely small.  As can be seen in the Figure 5.13(b), the proportional 
region is concentrating near the tip of the CNT, but covers it somewhat radially and is 
only 50nm thick at most.  This is much smaller than Korff’s suggested distance of 17µm 
for the mean free path for ionization.  These results suggest that the detector is not 
operating in the proportional region.  This could account for the differences between the 
experimental results seen in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 and the calculated results as well as 
for the extremely low efficiencies in general for the CNTs.  As seen in Figure 5.13(c) the 
applied voltage needs to be increased to around 200V with the same size anode to have a 
proportional region greater than a mean free path for secondary ionization.  Therefore, at 
least 200V is needed with this anode to allow the detector to function as a proportional 
counter.  As found in previous experiments, no CNTs stay fixed on the W tips at or above 
an applied bias of 100V.  This suggests a limitation to the use for the CNT anodes in a 
proportional counter where the CNT is affixed to the W tip in the manner used here. 
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(a) 
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(b) 
 
(c) 
 
Figure 5.13 Electric field distribution for (a) 25µm W anode alone distribution inside of chamber (630V), 
(b) W tip and 100nm x 105µm CNT at applied voltage of 10V and same CNT at (c) 200V 
applied 
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 Figure 5.14 is a comparison of the radius of the electric field that is greater than 
4x104 V/m based on the Maxwell 2D model and the electrostatic model as a function of 
the cathode radius for a coaxial detector geometry.  The two data sets are similar up until 
the cathode radius approaches the electric field of 4x104 V/m radius.  At this point, any 
more reduction in the size of the cathode will decrease the effective volume because the 
fill gas will be bounded by the walls of the chamber.  The model suggests a cathode 
radius of 34µm will result in the largest electric field of 4x104 V/m volume possible for a 
40nm diameter anode with 10V applied voltage.  The raw data for the maximization of 
the electric field at 4x104 V/m for this anode and for a 4µm anode can be found in 
Appendix B.  For a cathode of radius 34µm, the 3D model gave an ionization radius of 
around 33µm, thus in good agreement with the 2D model. The 3D model was then used 
to find the maximum E field at 4.86x107 V/m at a single point and a field of 1x106 V/m 
around the entire anode (at or under 1µm radius) for a 40nm diameter CNT at a bias of 
10V with a cathode radius of 34µm.  This electric field at 1x106 V/m covers more of the 
CNT anode and is slightly thicker than the set-up shown in Figure 5.13(b) but still 
requires a higher applied voltage to work as a proportional chamber. 
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Figure 5.14 Maxwell 2D modeled maximization of effective volume of single 40nm diameter CNT with 
10V applied, plotted with estimates using Equation 2 
 
 Figure 5.15 shows the pitch of the CNTs that cause maximum electric fields for 
three different size anodes in the parallel plate set-up.  It is well known that the closer the 
parallel plates are to one another, the higher the electric field will be between them.  This 
is true when an array of CNTs is placed on one of the parallel plates as well.  The electric 
field between the plates (separation 200µm) without the CNT is going to be roughly 
5x104 V/m at 10V applied voltage.  The three different size CNTs modeled were 100nm 
in diameter with lengths of 40µm and 15µm and a 40nm diameter CNT that was 15µm 
long.  Based on the minimum number of simulations presented here it is hard to make an 
exact correlation between the change in size of CNT and the exact pitch needed to 
maximize the electric field.  However, it can be seen in Figure 5.15 that the 100nm 
diameter 40µm long CNTs gave a higher maximum electric field than the 15µm long 
CNTs of the same diameter.  Similarly, the 40nm diameter CNTs gave a higher 
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maximum electric field than the 100nm CNTs of the same length.  The longer and thinner 
anodes produce higher maximum electric fields on the tips of the wires. 
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Figure 5.15 Maxwell 3D simulation of the electric field as a function of pitch of CNT array on parallel 
plate; for three different size CNTs (legend: diameter x length) (lines are to guide the eyes only) 
 
 The pitch of the CNTs on the experimental array was considered the main reason 
for the unsuccessful nature of the experimental parallel plate set-up.  This can be seen in 
Figure 5.15.  The spacing of the CNTs between one another in the experimental set-up 
was <0.5µm.  It can be presumed from Figure 5.15 that the electrical field modeled by 
Maxwell 3D, for any size CNT at this spacing, is far below that needed for operation in 
the proportional region.  This explains the detector’s performance in the recombination 
and ionization region only. 
The Maxwell 3D model for the 100nm diameter, 40µm long, CNT array with a 
pitch of 50µm, in a parallel plate configuration with a 200µm separation is shown in 
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Figure 5.16.  All of the volume directly between the two plates in this set-up is at or 
above 4x104 V/m and there is electric field above 1x106 V/m around each CNT tip 
greater than a mean free path for ionization.  This allows the detector to have a large 
effective volume (and therefore relatively large efficiency) while keeping gas 
multiplication, thus making the parallel plates with CNTs beneficial to the parallel plates 
at this separation alone (as well as for plates the same distance as the tip of the anodes 
and the cathode, 160µm).  As long as the CNT array covers the majority of the anode 
plate, any ionization event between the two plates can result in gas multiplication.  A 
single CNT or even a small array of CNTs would result in free electrons from ionization 
events possibly falling to the anode through a volume of electric field less than what is 
needed for gas multiplication.  The spacing chosen for this model was the closest the 
plates could feasibly be assembled in the experiments.   
It can also be seen in Figure 5.16 that the electric field is concentrating at the tips 
of the CNTs, and the proportional region is greater than 17µm thick for each individual 
CNT anode.  Before, in the coaxial design experimental and Maxwell 3D results, it was 
suggested that the electric field concentrates around the anode in a cylindrical fashion.  
The electric field will concentrate around the tip of the anode more when the anodes are 
aligned in a perpendicular manner to the cathode.  When aligned in this fashion, it also 
creates a larger volume of proportional region electric field than the two coaxial set-ups 
for CNT anodes; one is shown in Figure 5.13(b) and the other (cathode radius 34µm) is 
discussed earlier.  A perpendicular set-up could give enough of an increase in the 
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proportional region volume to solve the mean free path for ionization and gas 
multiplication problems that were seen in the coaxial single CNT experimental results. 
 
Figure 5.16 Maxwell 3D wire frame drawing of parallel plates set-up with electric field concentrations for 
the maximized pitch of CNT anodes (largest image is tilted downward slightly); CNTs of 
100nm diameter, 40µm length, with a pitch of 50µm, plates 200µm apart, biased at 10V 
 
 
Future Work 
Future work is suggested in the experimental fabrication and testing of the 
proposed and modeled designs of the micro-sized chamber and parallel plate set-up.  It 
would be helpful to find a way in which to permanently affix the CNT anode to the 
detector.  Being able to raise the applied voltage with confidence of not removing or 
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damaging the CNT would assist with finding a true operational voltage well into the 
proportional region.  It is also suggested that some sort of Monte Carlo calculations and 
computer modeling of the radiation interactions with matter be done with the exact 
geometry of the detector and surround lead shielding.  The results from such a model 
would help with the understanding of what is going on inside the detector and exactly 
what ionizing radiation is being detected.  Future experimental work could also be done 
with a chamber of higher density fill gas.  Such a detector would completely absorb the 
initial radiation from the source and it also lead to a possibility of making an energy 
calibration for the detector.  Both of which could help know what radiation was being 
counted.  More inquiries into the maximization of efficiency could prove worthwhile for 
ultimate designs of chambers and anodes. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
Three different lengths single CNTs with a diameter of 40nm on a W tip were 
experimentally tested for operation as a GFRD.  The single anodes were run on a system 
with an applied voltage of 10V showing a number of successful counts on a runtime of 24 
hours.  The highest absolute efficiency for beta radiation was at 1.31x10-8 with an 
uncertainty of +/-0.25x10-8 for the 40nm x 40µm CNT anode.  The experimental intrinsic 
efficiencies for beta radiation ranged from 0.1016 (+/-.0097) to 0.6629 (+/-.017) % for 
Maxwell 3D and 0.2691 (+/-.0036) to 1.284 (+/-.087) % for the EM calculations, while the 
theoretical efficiency was 100%.  Among the reasons for the differences is the inability of 
sufficient gas multiplication due to the extremely small effective volume (proportional 
region of electric field strength) around the CNT anode.  The Maxwell 3D model 
supported this assumption showing the proportional region volume to be less than a mean 
free path for secondary ionization.  The model also showed that the applied voltage must 
be at least 200V to have a large enough high electric field volume to cause gas 
multiplication.  The model and the data suggest the detector is operating in the ionization 
region.  A system was not found to hold the CNTs on the W tips at any voltage higher 
than 75V making the CNT anodes unusable for a proportional counter in this set-up. 
For the chamber to perform as a useful proportional counter, some changes in the 
design were suggested.  The coaxial design was kept the same and Maxwell 2D was used 
to maximize the effective volume by reducing the size of the cathode.  To get the highest 
effective volume the cathode must be at a radius of 34µm giving an ionization radius of 
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just under that 34µm.  This is a good volume for one of the proposed uses of the 
proportional counter as a chamber in an in-situ micro dosimeter. 
  The modeling program was used to describe the performance of the experimental 
parallel plates set-up and design a chamber that would maximize the electric field 
strength.  The experimental data suggested that the experimental CNT array detector only 
operated in the ionization region and the model showed that it was in fact never in the 
proportional region of radiation detection.  This was due to the relatively small pitch.  A 
theoretical parallel plate set-up with plate separation of 200µm predicted an increase in 
the volume in which the electric field was greater than 4x104 V/m.  At an applied voltage 
of 10V, the model showed electric fields in the 100nm by 40µm and 40nm by 15µm CNT 
arrays, of 3.54 E6 V/m at 50µm pitch and 1.14E6 V/m at 100µm pitch respectively.   
 The Maxwell 3D program was then used to model the 100nm by 40µm CNT 
arrays in the parallel plate set-up (pitch of 50µm and plate separation of 200µm).  It 
showed that the electric field at 4x104 V/m volume completely filled the space between 
the plates giving a large effective volume and the proportional region volume was large 
enough at the tip of every CNT to cause enough gas multiplication to function as a 
proportional counter.  When the CNTs are placed in a perpendicular fashion to the 
cathode in which their pitch will not overlap the electric field which is greater than 1 x 
106 V/m between individual CNTs and, therefore, this design is expected to result in a 
larger region for gas multiplication, hence a proportional detector. 
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Appendix A 
Counting Set-up Diagram 
 
 
HV:  Ortec 556 High Voltage Power Supply 
Pre Amp: Ortec 142PC Preamplifier 
Spec Amp: Canberra Spectroscopy Amplifier Model 2021 
Osc:  Tekronix TAS 465 Two-Channel Oscilloscope 
MCA: Aptec Multichannel Analyzer Application Version 7.03.00.03 Beta 
(011211) 
Dig Osc: Tektronix TDS 2014B Four Channel Digital Storage Oscilloscope 
Det: Chamber, Assembled flange parts from MDC Vacuum Products 
Corporation 
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Appendix B 
Experimental Data for Various Anodes 
 
Table B.1 Raw data from operating voltage test with larger anodes 
   
PH (V) 
  
HV (V) .5mm .25mm .125mm .055mm fiber 
5 0.1 0.075 0.075 0.075 0.1 
10 0.1 0.12 0.12 0.18 0.12 
25 0.2 0.2 0.22 0.22 0.2 
50 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 
75 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.3 0.22 
100 0.24 0.24 0.26 0.26 0.22 
200 0.28 0.24 0.28 0.3 0.23 
300 0.26 0.24 0.28 0.3 0.25 
400 0.32 0.26 0.26 0.34 0.26 
500 0.34 0.28 0.28 0.38 1 
600 0.32 0.26 0.28 0.42 4 
700 0.34 0.26 0.3 0.5 15 
800 0.34 0.26 0.34 1.4 30 
1000 0.48 0.5 1.5 2.5  
1200  1.5 6 15  
1400 1 5 20   
1700 3 10    
2000 12     
 
Table B.2 Raw data for count rate of carbon fiber 1 contribution test (count time is 120s) 
  Gross Bkgd  Net   +/- cps 
 HV (V) Counts Counts   CR (cps) uncertainty 
Carbon 5 1197 1079  0.983333 0.397562 
Fiber 10 1425 1170  2.125 0.42451 
 25 2260 1122  9.483333 0.484625 
 50 2826 1189  13.64167 0.528034 
 100 3265 1233  16.93333 0.558893 
 300 4241 1221  25.16667 0.615878 
 
       
Same 5 1236 1245  -0.075 0.41508 
Tapered  10 1365 1244  1.008333 0.425653 
W wire 25 1957 1248  5.908333 0.471773 
 50 2648 1314  11.11667 0.524537 
 100 3072 1242  15.25 0.547342 
 300 3963 1326  21.975 0.606046 
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Figure B.1 Count rate versus applied voltage for carbon fiber 2 contribution test 
 
Table B.3 Raw data for count rate of carbon fiber 2 contribution test (count time is 30s) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Gross Bkgd   (+/- cps) 
 
HV (V) Counts Counts   CR (cps) uncertainty 
Carbon 5 331 248  2.766667 0.802081 
Fiber 25 538 244  9.8 0.932142 
 50 705 306  13.3 1.059874 
 100 881 251  21 1.121507 
 300 1043 260  26.1 1.203236 
 500 1758 307  48.36667 1.514742 
        
Same 5 263 263  0 0.76449 
Tapered  25 470 255  7.166667 0.897527 
W wire 50 596 274  10.73333 0.983192 
 100 862 232  21 1.102522 
 300 914 271  21.43333 1.147461 
 500 1176 261  30.5 1.263593 
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Table B.4 Raw data from proportionality test with smaller anodes 
   
  PH (V) 
  
  HV (V) 4µm Fiber 7.5µm 25 µm 55µm 
5 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.12 
10 0.18 0.2 0.16 0.16 0.14 
25 0.24 0.26 0.26 0.24 0.2 
50 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.28 0.28 
75 0.3 0.32 0.3 0.3 0.32 
100 0.32 0.36 0.32 0.34 0.32 
200 0.38 0.4 0.32 0.36 0.32 
300 0.48 0.42 0.36 0.4 0.36 
400 1.1 0.5 0.44 0.4 0.38 
500 3.2 1.6 1 0.46 0.4 
600 14 4.5 3.2 0.7 0.44 
700  15 8.2 2.1 0.6 
800   15 4.4 0.8 
1000    22 3 
1100     10 
1400      
 
 
Table B.5 Raw data (a) through (d) for carbon fiber length dependency test (count time is 
30s) 
 
(a) W wire with carbon fiber length .5cm 
 
Gross Bkgd 
 
 +/- cps 
HV (V) Counts Counts CR (cps) uncertainty 
5 311 286 0.833333 0.814453 
10 332 285 1.566667 0.827983 
25 655 330 10.83333 1.046157 
50 1205 318 29.56667 1.300854 
75 1500 345 38.5 1.431782 
100 1722 328 46.46667 1.509231 
200 2098 302 59.86667 1.632993 
300 2496 320 72.53333 1.768867 
400 2346 340 66.86667 1.727554 
500 2628 295 77.76667 1.802159 
600 3531 321 107 2.068816 
700 4806 321 149.5 2.386769 
800 6345 325 200.6667 2.722336 
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Table B.5 (continued) 
(b) W wire with Carbon Fiber length 1cm 
 
Gross Bkgd 
 
 +/- cps 
HV (V) Counts Counts CR (cps) uncertainty 
5 410 403 0.233333 0.950438 
10 516 406 3.666667 1.012148 
25 979 429 18.33333 1.250778 
50 1648 460 39.6 1.530432 
75 2142 439 56.76667 1.693451 
100 2416 439 65.9 1.781073 
200 2897 444 81.76667 1.926713 
300 3187 422 92.16667 2.002498 
400 3729 426 110.1 2.148643 
500 4809 450 145.3 2.417299 
600 7224 399 227.5 2.910326 
700 10963 482 349.3667 3.566044 
800 16465 519 531.5333 4.344089 
 
(c) W wire with Carbon Fiber length 1.4cm 
 
Gross Bkgd 
 
 +/- cps 
HV (V) Counts Counts CR (cps) uncertainty 
5 327 324 0.1 0.85049 
10 406 317 2.966667 0.896289 
25 784 354 14.33333 1.124475 
50 1452 361 36.36667 1.419311 
75 1878 398 49.33333 1.590248 
100 2216 384 61.06667 1.699673 
200 2775 457 77.26667 1.895023 
300 3134 505 87.63333 2.010804 
400 3800 630 105.6667 2.218608 
500 4822 789 134.4333 2.496887 
600 8861 925 264.5333 3.297474 
700 13235 364 429.0333 3.887158 
800 22018 506 717.0667 5.002666 
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Table B.5 (continued) 
(d) W Wire with no Carbon Fiber 
 
 
Gross Bkgd 
 
 +/- cps 
HV (V) Counts Counts CR (cps) uncertainty 
5 270 193 2.566667 0.717248 
10 141 75 2.2 0.489898 
25 339 58 9.366667 0.664162 
50 741 46 23.16667 0.935117 
75 944 48 29.86667 1.049868 
100 1073 64 33.63333 1.123981 
200 1311 51 42 1.230176 
300 1450 68 46.06667 1.298717 
400 1449 59 46.33333 1.294433 
500 1508 53 48.5 1.316983 
600 1568 47 50.7 1.339569 
700 1586 48 51.26667 1.347426 
800 1550 44 50.2 1.330831 
1000 1810 58 58.4 1.440679 
 
 
Figure B.2 Count rate versus applied voltage carbon fiber length dependence (count time 
is 30s) 
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Table B.6 Raw data for 25µm W wire length dependency test (count time is 600s) 
 
Gross Bkgd 
 
     +/- cps 
Length (cm) Counts Counts CR (cps) uncertainty 
3.5 85197 6515 131.136667 0.504733153 
3 83432 6579 128.088333 0.500030555 
2.5 78573 6390 120.305 0.485806889 
2 74387 6382 113.341667 0.47366479 
1.5 45601 3948 69.4216667 0.370993411 
1 40346 4973 58.955 0.354804328 
0.5 68958 50235 31.205 0.575405654 
 
 
Figure B.3 25µm W wire length dependency test (count time is 600s) 
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Table B.7 Raw data for 25um W wire length dependency test after corrections (count 
time is 300s) 
 
 
Gross Bkgd 
 
   +/- cps 
Length (cm) 
  
Counts Counts CR (cps) uncertainty 
4 center 46818 4737 140.27 0.756858 
  off center 40792  120.1833 0.673234 
3.5 
 45996 4680 137.72 0.750378 
   39419  115.7967 0.661807 
3 
 44100 4487 132.0433 0.734749 
   36671  107.28 0.638322 
2.5 
 41858 4490 124.56 0.71762 
   35920  104.7667 0.631752 
2 
 36447 2572 112.9167 0.658441 
   31966  97.98 0.595968 
1.5 
 33919 2635 104.28 0.637303 
  30895  94.2 0.585899 
1 
 30669 2762 93.02333 0.609472 
   29064  87.67333 0.568272 
0.5 
 25550 2580 76.56667 0.559067 
   24780  74 0.524722 
0 
 19415 2374 56.80333 0.492037 
  19300  56.42 0.463081 
 
  
Figure B.4 25um W wire length dependency test after corrections (count time 300s) 
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Table B.8 Raw data for operation voltage search for diameter dependence test 
 
  
  PH (V) 
   
HV (V) 4µm 7.5µm 35µm 75µm 500µm 
5 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.1 
10 0.18 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.12 
25 0.24 0.26 0.24 0.18 0.18 
50 0.3 0.3 0.28 0.2 0.22 
75 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.24 
100 0.32 0.32 0.34 0.2 0.24 
200 0.38 0.32 0.36 0.24 0.28 
300 0.48 0.36 0.4 0.26 0.28 
400 1.1 0.44 0.4 0.26 0.32 
500 3.2 1 0.46 0.3 0.32 
600 14 3.2 0.7 0.4 0.32 
700  8.2 2.1 0.8 0.32 
800  15 4.4 2 0.34 
1000   22 18 0.36 
1400     0.4 
1700     1.2 
 
 
Figure B.5 Plot for operation voltage search for diameter dependence test 
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Table B.9 Raw data for diameter dependence test (count time is 600s) 
 
diameter (µm)= 4 7.5 35 100 500 
length (µm) = 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 
 
       
(at 1V pulse height)      
Op. Voltage (V)= 400 500 660 725 1650 
Total counts =  275094 322845 552557 870018 1309225 
bkgd counts =  172492 179784 307674 566059 868584 
Net CR (cps) =  171.0033 238.435 408.1383 506.5983 734.4017 
uncertainty (cps)= 2.230062 2.363211 3.091621 3.994548 4.919134 
        
total cnts 1mm at V = 225259 217804 199765 289640  
1mm bkgd counts =  208680 185659 124691 197284  
CR  .5mm wire (cps)= 27.63167 53.575 125.1233 153.9267   
Net - 1mm (cps) =  143.3717 184.86 283.015 352.6717 734.4017 
uncertainty (cps)= 4.425864 4.480502 4.990323 6.320546 4.919134 
 
Table B.10 Raw data for calculation of diameter dependence fits for the electric fields at 
4x104 V/m (ionization) and 1x106 V/m (proportional) for the coaxial design; 
extrapolation described in text 
 
rc  (µm) = 8255 
L (µm) = 5000 
y (µm) = 11000 
Ep (V/m)= 2.00E+06 
Ei (V/m)= 4.00E+04 
 
  
Proportional Ionization 
anode r operating  CR r 
solid 
angle r 
solid 
angle 
(µm) voltage (V) (cps) (µm) (strdians) (µm) (strdians) 
2 400 143.3717 24.0227914 1.99E-03 1201.14 9.87E-02 
3.75 500 184.86 32.4809529 2.68E-03 1624.048 1.33E-01 
17.5 660 283.015 53.6029858 4.43E-03 2680.149 2.15E-01 
50 725 352.6717 70.9872427 5.87E-03 3549.362 2.79E-01 
250 1250 734.4017 178.718824 1.48E-02 8255 5.46E-01 
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Table B.10 (continued) 
anode r 
(µm) 
operating 
voltage (V) 
Proportional 
extrap CR data (cps) 
Ionization  
extrap CR data (cps) 
2 400 143.37 143.37 
3.75 500 193.85 192.91 
17.5 660 319.91 312.67 
50 725 423.65 405.59 
250 1250 1066.48 792.79 
 
 
Table B.11 Raw data for calculation of diameter dependence fits in for the electric field 
volumes at 4x104 V/m and 1x106 V/m for the point anode design 
 
rc  (µm) = 8255 
L (µm) = 5000 
y (µm) = 11000 
Ep (V/m)= 2.00E+06 
Ei (V/m)= 4.00E+04 
 
   
Proportional Ionization 
anode r operating  CR r 
solid 
angle r 
solid 
angle 
(µm) voltage (V) (cps) (µm) (strdians) (µm) (strdians) 
2 400 143.3717 20.0024232 1.04E-05 141.4385 5.19E-04 
3.75 500 184.86 30.6255787 2.43E-05 216.5555 1.22E-03 
17.5 660 283.015 76.0740993 1.50E-04 537.9251 7.50E-03 
50 725 352.6717 135.038702 4.73E-04 954.8678 2.35E-02 
250 1250 734.4017 401.409719 4.18E-03 2838.395 1.99E-01 
 
  
anode r (µm) 
operating 
voltage (V) 
Proportional 
extrap CR 
data (cps) 
Ionization  
extrap CR data 
(cps) 
2 400 143.37 143.37 
3.75 500 336.10 336.04 
17.5 660 2073.75 2070.37 
50 725 6533.81 6498.64 
250 1250 57682.15 55014.29 
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Table B.12 Raw data for calculations of extrapolation to CNT anode 
 
  
Proportional Ionization 
 E (V/m) at r solid angle r 
solid 
angle 
HV (V) surface (µm) (strdians) (µm) (strdians) 
2 3329364 0.0832341 6.8789E-06 4.161705 0.000344 
4 6658728 0.1664682 1.3758E-05 8.32341 0.000688 
6 9988092.01 0.2497023 2.0637E-05 12.48512 0.001032 
8 13317456 0.3329364 2.7515E-05 16.64682 0.001376 
10 16646820 0.4161705 3.4394E-05 20.80853 0.00172 
20 33293640 0.832341 6.8789E-05 41.61705 0.003439 
30 49940460 1.2485115 0.00010318 62.42558 0.005159 
40 66587280 1.664682 0.00013758 83.2341 0.006879 
50 83234100 2.0808525 0.00017197 104.0426 0.008598 
75 124851150 3.12127875 0.00025796 156.0639 0.012897 
100 166468200 4.161705 0.00034394 208.0853 0.017194 
 
 
 
 
Length Dependence 
drop in CR for various L 
long CNT (cps) 
HV (V) 
CR 
extrapolation 
(cps) for a 
5mm long 
CNT with 
various 
applied V 10µm 40µm 100µm 
2 4.64E-01 0.00095227 0.00380908 0.00952263 
4 9.29E-01 0.00190454 0.00761817 0.01904525 
6 1.39E+00 0.00285682 0.01142725 0.02856787 
8 1.86E+00 0.00380909 0.01523632 0.03809047 
10 2.32E+00 0.00476136 0.01904539 0.04999367 
20 4.64E+00 0.00952267 0.03809061 0.09522569 
30 6.96E+00 0.01428389 0.05713547 0.14283744 
40 9.29E+00 0.01904498 0.0761798 0.19044786 
50 1.16E+01 0.02380589 0.09522343 0.23805651 
75 1.74E+01 0.03570712 0.14282825 0.35706753 
100 2.32E+01 0.04760627 0.1904248 0.47605788 
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Table B.13 Raw data of proportional test 1 for CNT 
 
    
  PH (V) 
 
        V 
Anode 
1 
Anode 
2 
Anode 
3 
Anode 
4 
Anode 
5 
1 0.14 0.14 0.16 0.14 0.14 
2 0.18 0.16 0.2 0.16 0.16 
4 0.18 0.18 0.5 0.18 0.18 
6 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.18 0.2 
8 0.2 0.22 0.22 0.2 0.2 
10 0.2 0.28 0.24 0.2 0.22 
12 0.22 0.28 0.24 0.22 0.22 
14 0.24 0.3 0.3 0.22 0.24 
16 0.24 0.3 0.3 0.26 0.26 
18 0.26 0.32 0.3 0.28 0.28 
20 0.3 0.32 0.3 0.3 0.3 
25 0.36 0.32 0.3 0.3 0.34 
30 0.38 0.4 0.3 0.34 0.36 
35 0.4 0.5 0.34 0.38 0.4 
50 0.4 0.76 0.32 0.4 0.4 
75 0.45 0.4 0.36 0.44 0.44 
100 0.22 0.42 0.4 0.48 0.55 
200 0.22 0.44 0.42 0.5 0.6 
300 0.24 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.66 
400 0.56 0.5 0.55 0.8 0.6 
500 1 0.8 0.6  0.8 
 
Figure B.6 Proportional test 1 for CNTs on analog oscilloscope 
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Extrapolating Process for Data in Table B.13 and Figure B.6 
Using the models that were experimentally shown to describe the detector, the 
data from the smallest anode used in previous experiments, 4µm W, was extrapolated by 
the ratio of solid angles used in Diameter Dependence and shown in Figure 5.4 (a).  It 
was first extrapolated to the diameter of 40nm by the ratio of solid angles found from the 
EM calculations.  This gave estimates for a CNT 5mm long.  This length was then 
extrapolated to lengths of 40µm and 105µm.  These data, seen in Table B.12, were 
plotted to show the relationship of absolute efficiency to changes in applied voltage and 
CNT length.  The estimated absolute efficiency was 8.77x10-8 for the 105µm CNT, so a 
larger cesium source was substituted to increase the number of counts.  A larger cesium 
source of activity 9.936x107Bq (after decaying from 5mCi) was used to increase the 
probability that a pulse from the CNT was being viewed.  If the original cesium source 
was estimated to give a count rate for a CNT anode of .0005124cps, then the larger 
cesium source should give an absolute efficiency of 4.95x10-6; this results in a count rate 
of .0759cps which correlates to a count every 13.17s.  Five minutes of observation time 
was used for each of the following CNT anodes and applied voltages to give the viewer 
of the oscilloscope a chance to see a pulse as the result of the CNT.  The observed pulse 
heights were plotted against the applied voltage and are listed here.  There was no 
correlation between the pulse heights and the estimate indicating a count every 13.17s. 
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Table B.14 Raw data for proportional test 2 for CNTs on digital oscilloscope; 1 hour 
  count times, 5mCi Cs-137 
 
  
  PH (V) 
  
        V 1 2 3 4 
1 0.12 0.16 0.14 0.18 
2 0.12 0.2 0.22 0.64 
4 0.14 0.28 0.14 0.18 
6 0.16 0.2 1.04 0.38 
8 0.2 1.18 0.32 0.18 
10 0.8 0.24 0.58 0.2 
12 0.2 0.3 0.18 0.2 
14 0.2 0.28 0.18 0.18 
16 0.22 0.32 1.6 0.24 
18 0.24 0.38 0.22 0.2 
20 0.22 0.32 0.34 0.22 
25 0.32 0.34 0.56 0.26 
30 0.42 0.44 0.48 0.24 
35 0.32 0.5 0.48 0.3 
50 0.6 0.6 0.64 0.38 
75 0.7 0.65 0.84 0.4 
 
 
Figure B.7 Plot of proportional test 2 for CNTs on digital oscilloscope 
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Appendix C 
Darkfield Microscope Digital Images of W and CNT Anodes 
 
 
Figure C.1 Digital image of W anode of diameter 4µm 
 
Figure C.2 Digital image of W anode of diameter 7.5µm 
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Figure C.3 Digital image of W anode of diameter 25µm 
 
 
Figure C.4 Digital image of W anode of diameter 35µm 
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Figure C.5 Digital image of W anode of diameter 55µm 
 
 
Figure C.6 Digital image of W anode of diameter 100µm 
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Figure C.7 Digital image of W anode of diameter 500µm 
 
 
Figure C.8 Digital image of CNT anode of length 100µm, diameter 40nm 
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Figure C.9 Digital image of CNT anode of length 41µm, diameter 40nm 
 
 
Figure C.10 Digital image of CNT anode of length 35µm, diameter 40nm 
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Appendix D 
Digital Oscilloscope Images to Test Proportional Operation for CNT 
 
 
Figure D.1 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 1, 0V 
 
 
Figure D.2 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 1, 2V 
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Figure D.3 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 1, 4V 
 
 
Figure D.4 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 1, 6V 
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Figure D.5 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 1, 8V 
 
 
Figure D.6 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 1, 10V 
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Figure D.7 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 1, 12V 
 
 
Figure D.8 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 1, 14V 
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Figure D.9 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 1, 16V 
 
 
Figure D.10 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 1, 18V 
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Figure D.11 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 1, 20V 
 
 
Figure D.12 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 1, 25V 
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Figure D.13 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 1, 30V 
 
 
Figure D.14 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 1, 35V 
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Figure D.15 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 1, 50V 
 
 
Figure D.16 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 1, 75V 
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Figure D.17 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 4, 0V 
 
 
Figure D.18 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 4, 2V 
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Figure D.19 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 4, 4V 
 
 
Figure D.20 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 4, 6V 
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Figure D.21 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 4, 8V 
 
 
Figure D.22 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 4, 10V 
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Figure D.23 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 4, 12V 
 
 
Figure D.24 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 4, 14V 
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Figure D.25 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 4, 16V 
 
 
Figure D.26 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 4, 18V 
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Figure D.27 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 4, 20V 
 
 
Figure D.28 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 4, 25V 
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Figure D.29 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 4, 30V 
 
 
Figure D.30 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 4, 35V 
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Figure D.31 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 4, 50V 
 
 
Figure D.32 Digital oscilloscope images for CNT 4, 75V 
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Appendix E 
MCA Readout Captures for Operating Voltage Search for a 40nm diameter CNT-Total 
Channels 4096, LLD 105 
 
 
Figure E.1 Cesium source, 2V 
 
Figure E.2 Cesium source, 4V 
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Figure E.3 Cesium source, 6V 
 
 
Figure E.4 Cesium source, 8V 
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Figure E.5 Cesium source, 10V 
 
Figure E.6 Cesium source, 12V 
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Appendix F 
MCA Readout Captures for Contribution Experiments for CNTs 
 
(a)  
(b)  
Figure F.1 Sr-90, 10V, 1atm, (a) with CNT 24 hours 105µm, 40nm and (b) 
  without CNT 
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(a)  
 
(b)  
Figure F.2 Sr-90, 10V, 1atm, (a) with CNT 24 hours 41µm, 40nm and (b)  
  without CNT 
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Appendix G 
Maxwell 3D Modeling Parameters 
 
    Coaxial Set-up  Parallel Plate Set-up 
Mesh Operations: 
 Surface Approximation .001mm  .001mm 
 Model Resolution  .0063mm  .002mm 
 Length of Elements  .008mm  .006mm 
  Refinement 
  
 Surface Triangle Length .008mm  .006mm 
 
The rest of the Mesh Parameters were kept to defaults and the electric fields were 
displayed in an isovalue pattern. 
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